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 Hydrodynamic models of a hypothetical Mississippi river diversion near Empire, 
LA are constructed using two popular finite element codes RMA2 and ADCIRC.  In a 
series of simulations eddy viscosity parameters and bottom friction parameters are varied.  
Constant boundary conditions, discharge inflow and elevation outflow, are applied and 
water surface elevation and velocity solutions at fully developed flow are taken as steady-
state results.  A particle tracking code is developed and applied to the velocity solutions 
to aid in flow field comparisons.  The results elucidate the model sensitivities to the 
varied parameters, and also provide for a comparison of the two different models.  Both 
models show similar sensitivities to the eddy viscosity and bottom friction parameters.  It 
is shown for both models that there is a minimum value of eddy viscosity that will 
produce stable results.  Above this value cross-channel velocity gradients are flattened 
throughout the domain as the eddy viscosity is increased leading to results which may 
under-predict peak channel velocities. Particle tracking simulations show that the flow 
field is not significantly affected by varying the eddy viscosity.  Increasing the bottom 
friction coefficients causes an increase in Water Surface Elevation(WSE) gradient across 
the domain.  Steeper WSE gradients lead to small changes in the overall flow 
distribution, and median residence time, as can been seen with particle tracking results.  
Also increased WSE due to increased bottom friction causes model specific differences in 
the flow field due to the application of different wet/dry algorithms in the different 
models.   
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Over the past several thousand years the Mississippi River, has undergone a 
number of major channel switching events as it sought a more efficient route to the Gulf 
of Mexico.  Each time the river switched course a new delta complex was formed.  In this 
way approximately 38,000 km2 of deltaic plains have prograded into south-central and 
south-eastern Louisiana over the last 7,000 years (Britsch and Dunbar 1993).  The 
formation of a new delta complex following a major channel switch represents the large 
scale low frequency extreme of the natural pulsing events which have built and sustained 
land along the Louisiana coast.  Pulsing events over a range of scales have naturally 
occurred in Louisiana’s deltaic plains supplying the coastal wetlands with the freshwater, 
nutrients, and sediments that are required for the land to keep pace with relative sea-level 
rise.  The low tidal range along the Louisiana coast limits the existence of coastal 
vegetation to a narrow elevation range and makes Louisiana’s coastal marshes 
particularly vulnerable to relative sea-level rise.  High rates of relative sea-level rise on 
the Mississippi’s deltaic wetlands can be mainly attributed to subsidence of newly 
deposited sediments, but future eustatic sea-level rise due to global climate change may 
soon become a significant factor (Day and Templet 1989).  Relative sea-level rise rates 
greater than 1.2 cm/yr have been cited for the Mississippi’s deltaic plains (Reed 1989).  
Recently, marsh accretion on Louisiana’s coastal plains, through deposition of mineral 
and organic sediments, has not been able to keep up with the sea-level rise.  As a result, 
land on the Louisiana coast is being lost at an alarming rate.  Land loss rates in the 
Louisiana coastal zone increased from 17 km2/yr in 1913 to 102 km2/yr in 1980 (Kessel 
1988). In the 60 years after 1930 17.8% of Louisiana coastal plains were lost.  Rates of 
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loss increased after the 30s, peaked in the late 60s and declined slightly until 1990 (Britch 
and Dunbar 1993).   This figure accounts for both deltaic plains and the chenier plains on 
the south-west Louisiana coast which were built by the westward marine reworking of 
material from the mouth of the Mississippi.  Healthy coastal marshes can keep pace with 
relative sea-level rise as they accrete by depositing organic sediments and trapping 
inorganic sediment. In fact for optimum growth some level of relative sea-level rise is 
necessary (Morris 2002).  However there is a limiting rate beyond which marshes become 
overly inundated and eventually die.   
A number of factors, mostly anthropogenic, have lead to a decline in the health of 
Louisiana’s coastal marshes and ultimately to high rates of land loss.  Over the past two 
centuries many various structures have been built in attempt to “tame” the river.  This has 
helped protect human development from flooding and kept the river open for navigation, 
but it has also held the Mississippi in place preventing its natural periodic distribution of 
sediment and nutrient laden water required to maintain the land.  In order to keep the 
Mississippi’s channel clear for navigation, the flow of the river has been manipulated to 
minimize the need for dredging by keeping sediments suspended. This has resulted in the 
river’s sediment supply being shot out over the continental shelf and essentially lost into 
deep water where it cannot be reworked by marine processes back onshore.  Farther 
upstream dams and reservoirs created for power generation and irrigation slow the river 
allowing sediment to settle.  In addition to this, upstream sediment sources have been 
removed by the construction of meander bend cutoffs, revetments, and dike fields. 
Overall human modifications to the Mississippi River have lead to a major decrease in 
the sediment input into the river, eliminated over bank flooding and natural crevasse 
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splays, and in effect limited the amount of sediment available to the deltaic wetlands to 
almost nothing (Kessel 2003).  In addition to the loss of riverine inputs, canals cut 
through the wetlands have changed the hydrology of the area keeping sediments and 
nutrients out of the wetlands while allowing intrusion of saltwater which stresses 
freshwater vegetation. 
Marsh accretion through organic and mineral sedimentation must keep up with 
rising sea levels if our wetlands are to survive.  It has been shown that, historically, most 
inorganic sediment input into deltaic wetlands has occurred during strong pulsing events 
caused by river floods and large storms (Day et al. 1995).  For example, it has been 
approximated that 130,000,000 mt of inorganic sediments were deposited in deltaic 
wetlands by hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005 (Turner et al. 2006).  While extreme 
storm events such as hurricanes can re-distribute sediments causing almost instantaneous 
marsh accretion, we must remember that the ultimate source of inorganic sediments in the 
Mississippi delta is the river itself.  Prior to human modifications the Mississippi brought 
sediments to the wetlands through a network of distributaries whose bank, point bar, and 
mouth bar deposits formed a skeletal framework whose interdistributary basins were  
subsequently filled in by suspended sediments during flood periods (Kesel 1989).  This 
understanding of how natural processes have built land in the past has lead to suggestions 
that deltaic management practices be reoriented to better mimic the natural distributary 
network and take advantage of natural pulsing events (Day et al. 1995) Such practices 
include freshwater river diversions into deltaic areas to input sediments and manage 
salinity and nutrients.  In addition to providing mineral sediments, river diversions input 
nutrients and drive out intruding saltwater stimulating wetland productivity and 
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increasing accretion of organic sediments.  A number of freshwater diversions have been 
proposed and some constructed along the Mississippi with the intention of pushing out 
intruding saltwater and supplying nutrients and sediment to marsh areas. These include 
the Caernarvon Freshwater Diversion into Breton Sound opened in 1991, the Davis Pond 
Freshwater Diversion into the Barataria estuary opened in 2002, and also the West Bay 
Sediment Diversion into West Bay open in 2003.  Since the Caernarvon diversion was 
opened researchers have been able to show its benefits.  It has caused measurable marsh 
accretion through both inorganic and organic sedimentation, and near the mouth of the 
diversion freshwater marsh species have replaced the brackish species that were there 
before (Delaune et al. 2002, Lane et al. 2006).  Saltwater marshes, because of their need 
for denser soils, require more mineral sediments than freshwater marshes in order to keep 
up with relative sea level rise.  River diversions allow for a greater ratio of freshwater 
marsh area to saltwater marsh area which leads to greater potential for overall marsh 
accretion through increased deposition of organic sediments.  Using diversions instead of 
flow inhibiting weirs for salinity management is a better option since it allows the 
estuarine system to remain open allowing influx of marine sediments (Reed 1992).   
Before a diversion can be built and its benefits realized the hydrologic, ecologic, 
and economic impacts that it will have must be well understood. Physical and numerical 
models can be used as tools to help weigh the costs of constructing and managing a 
diversion against the potential benefits it will provide.  Using a Small Scale Physical 
Model of the Mississippi River, it has been shown that construction large scale diversions 
along the lower Mississippi River may eventually reduce the need for dredging further 
downstream in Southwest Pass (Willson et al. 2007).  The same conclusion has been 
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reached with long-term numerical modeling using HEC-6, a 1-D flow and sediment 
transport numerical model (Barbe et al. 2000).  Considering these complementary results 
may help to justify the construction of large scale river diversions since future savings in 
dredging costs may help offset the cost of construction and maintenance.    
Numerical models provide a means to gain insight into the various dynamics of a 
potential diversion.  A number of numerical models for the transport of sediments, 
nutrients, and salt are available for commercial and/or research use.  Many have been 
applied to simulate the various impacts of Mississippi River diversions on the 
surrounding estuaries. Specific examples include: a TABS-MD model of Barataria Bay 
and the influence of the Davis Pond Diversion on salinity (Mashriqui and Kemp 2004); 
HEC-RAS, QUAL2E, and TABS-MD models of flow and nutrients due to a proposed 
Diversion into the Maurepas Swamp (Capps 2003);  a TABS-MD model of Barataria Bay 
considering the influence on salinity of the Naomi Siphon(Letter 1997);  a combined 
hydrology-hydrodynamic model of Barataria Bay considering the effect on salinity due to 
diversions at Davis Pond, Naomi, and West Pointe à la Hache (Park et al. 2004);  a 
TABS-MD model of sediment transport through existing crevasse splays in the 
Mississippi Delta below Venice, LA (Letter 1997);  an ADCIRC model of flow in the 
Maurepas Swamp due a Proposed Diversion there (URS 2006).  
1.2 Objective 
In this thesis numerical models of a hypothetical river diversion near Empire, 
Louisiana are developed using two popular 2-D finite element codes, RMA2 and 
ADCIRC.  Results of steady-state simulations are presented demonstrating the sensitivity 
of the models to two important input parameters, the bottom friction and eddy viscosity.  
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A particle tracking code is developed and used to as a tool to aid in comparison of the 
flow fields generated by the different model simulations. The objective of this work is to 
provide better understanding of the intricacies involved in applying the these numerical 
models to simulate hydrodynamics in Louisiana’s deltaic wetlands resulting from the re-
introduction of river water through a large-scale(100,000 cfs) river diversion. Also, 
increased understanding of model sensitivities to input parameters will guide future 
modeling efforts as these parameters become important for model calibration.  No 
attempt is made to calibrate the models or verify model input data, nor is any attempt 
made to model the complex 3-D flow patterns that would be present where the diversion 















.CHAPTER 2.  HYDRODYNAMIC CODES 
2.1 Shallow Water Equations 
 The equations solved by both RMA2 and ADCIRC are the Shallow Water 
Equations(SWE) in the Reynolds averaged form.  These equations can be derived from 
the more general Navier-Stokes equations for conservation of mass and momentum for an 
incompressible fluid.  In flows where the vertical scale is much smaller than the 
horizontal scale, it is reasonable to neglect vertical accelerations.  This reduces the 
vertical momentum equation to a direct relationship between the pressure and the depth.  
This hydrostatic relationship allows the vertical momentum equation to be eliminated by 
substitution into the two remaining horizontal momentum equations. The remaining 
equations are then also integrated over depth, yielding the two dimensional shallow water 
equations(Connor and Brebia, 1976).  ADCIRC can be run in 3-D mode which solves the 
fully 3-D shallow water equations, however only the 2-D depth averaged mode is 
described here.  
 Reynolds averaging is accomplished by replacing the instantaneous velocities 
with the sum of mean and fluctuating parts. Then an ensemble average is taken and the 
equations are rewritten in terms of mean velocities.  This process is discussed in more 


























h                                         (2.1) 
Where u,v are the depth averaged mean velocity components in the cartesean x,y 
directions, h is the thickness of the water column from free surface to bottom, and t is 
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where ρ is the density of water, g is acceleration due to gravity, E is the eddy viscosity, 
and z is the bottom elevation. The bottom stress terms, Bx and By which are handled 
slightly differently in the different codes are described in detail in Chapter 5.  Wx,y and 
Cx,y are term representing surface wind stress and Coriolis forcing respectively, these 
forces have been ignored in the models developed in this thesis and will not be described 
in detail here.   
 It is important to note that the hydrostatic assumption used to develop the SWE 
limits their application to problems in which vertical accelerations of fluid can be 
neglected.  Also the vertical integration used to reduce the equations to 2 dimensions 
limits their application to problems where vertical variations in variables are not 
important.  Therefore equations 2.1-2.3 cannot be accurately applied to problems which 
have vertically stratified fluids or supercritical flow, or to problems where near field 
effects such as flow separation are important.    
2.2 RMA2 Specifics 
 RMA2 is the 2-D hydrodynamic backbone of TABS-MD, a suite of numerical 
models for simulation of flow, sediment transport, constituent transport, and salinity in 
rivers and estuaries.  Since the original RMA2 was created by Norton, King, and Orlob of 
Water Resource Engineers for the US Army Corp of Engineers, Walla Walla District in 
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1973 a number of enhancements have been made culminating in the current version 
RMA2-WES version 4.5.    
 RMA2 solves equations 2.1-2.3 using the Galerkin method of weighted residuals. 
Linear weighting functions are used for the water surface while quadratic weighting 
functions are used for the velocity; this requires spatial discretization into quadratic 
elements with mid-side nodes which are neglected when calculating WSE.  Variables are 
assumed to vary over each time interval by the form  
    cbtattftf ++= )()( 0                       tttt Δ+<≤0                      (2.4) 
where, a,b,c are constants.  The solution is finite difference in time, and is fully implicit. 
The system of simultaneous equation is solved by a non-linear Newton-Raphson iterative 
scheme using a front-type solver that assembles and solves the matrix one portion at a 
time(Donnell et al. 2005).     
 One enhancement of RMA2 developed by Ian King and Lisa Roig at the 
University of California, Davis, now termed “marsh porosity”, makes this model 
particularly well suited for modeling situations in which flooding and drying are expected 
within the model domain(King and Roig 1990).  The term “marsh porosity” may be a bit 
misleading as it implies that RMA2 may model flow through a porous medium.  Really 
RMA2’s marsh porosity is a numerically stable wet/dry algorithm which gradually 
transitions areas in the model domain between wet and dry states, and thus provides a 
way to account for topography that is too small scale to be explicitly included in the 
model’s spatial discretization. Wetlands tend to be very flat and contain multitudes of 
micro-topographic features (small tidal streams, ponds, puddles, etc.) which would 
require a finite element mesh of tremendous resolution in order to accurately represent 
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the geometry.  If the study area for the simulation is relatively large, it becomes 
impractical, because of computational requirements, to represent the geometry in fine 
enough detail to account for these micro-topographic features; also topographic data may 
not be available at fine enough resolution to do so.  Figure 2.1 shows an example of this 
micro-topography which cannot be practically resolved by the models. 
 
Figure 2.1  Aerial Photograph of wetalands near Empire, LA, overlayed with a finite 
element mesh, showing micro-topography that is not explicitly included in the models’ 
geometry 
 
 When the marsh porosity option is activated in a RMA2 simulation, the WSE at a 
particular node is allowed to drop below the elevation of that node to a user defined 
mimimum elevation before that node is considered dry.  All nodes in an element must be 
dry before that element is removed from the computations.  When the true depth at a 
node becomes negative, because the WSE is below the nodal elevation, the marsh 
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porosity algorithm replaces the negative depth with a positive effective depth which is 
based on a user specified percent wetted area curve.  Figure 2.2 shows example percent 
wetted  area  curves  taken  from the  RMA2  user’s  manual(Donnell  et  al. 2005).   The  
 
A) empirically determined curve                     B) schematized wetted area curve 
Figure 2.2 Example percent wetted area curves taken from the RMA2 manual  
From (Donnell et al. 2005) 
 
percent wetted area curves express how much area in a given element of marsh is covered 
with water as the WSE drops below the nodal elevation, and therefore can be used to 
determine the effective depth.  If detailed contour maps of the area showing the micro-
topography are available, then this curve can be empirically determined as in fig 2.2a.  
However such data is generally not available therefore RMA2 uses a schematized percent 
wetted area curve described by the four parameters AC1, AC2, AC3, and AC4; and the 
nodal bed elevation, A0.  AC1 is the difference between A0 and the minimum regional 
bed elevation, AC4.  If the water surface falls below AC4, the node is considered 
completely dry.  AC2 defines the elevation range above and below A0 over which the 
conveyance in an element varies.  As the water surface rises from A0-AC2/2 to 
A0+AC2/2, the percent wet area of the element varies linearly from the minimum percent 
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wetted area, AC3, to 100% of its surface area. Above this elevation it can carry water 
over 100% of its surface area and the true depth is the same as the effective depth.  
 In addition to describing in detail RMA2’s enhanced wet/dry algorithm, in her 
dissertation, Roig also enhanced the bottom friction parameterization in RMA2 to better 
describe the drag forces which result from flow through emergent vegetation.  Flume 
studies were conducted to arrive at empirical relationships between stem size, stem 
density, and vegetation height. Then this relationship was applied in a model of the 
Hayward marsh, it was shown that the combination of the enhanced wet/dry algorithm 
and friction parameterization, with particular parameters obtained by field observation 
led to a model which required very little effort beyond the initial setup to provide 
reasonably well calibrated results (Roig 1994).  The current version of RMA2 provided 
with SMS does not have exactly the parameterization used by Roig in the Hayward marsh 
study, however it does have the ability to account for the influence of vegetation on 
bottom friction by using the “roughness by depth” option.  With this option, the user may 
specify parameters which define a how Manning’s n will vary as the depth changes 
during a simulation.  When this option is used, the user must specify a number of 
parameters which can be related to the vegetation in the area being modeled. These 
parameters effect the shape of a curve which describes how manning’s n will vary as the 
depth changes.  Generally this option has the effect of increasing Manning’s n values as 
the depth decreases and resistance due to vegetation becomes more important. The use of 
this option is described in greater detail in chapter 5. 
 RMA2 also provides a number of turbulence closure schemes to account for sub-
grid scale lateral momentum transfer due to turbulence that cannot be explicitly modeled. 
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In the simplest method, the one used in this thesis, constant horizontal eddy viscosity is 
specified directly by giving values for Eij.   More advance schemes may be used in which 
the eddy viscosity is calculated dynamically during the simulation.  The user may specify 
a Peclet number so that the eddy viscosity is varied with element size and velocity, or the 
Smagorinsky method may be used which also considers the velocity gradient.  
2.3 ADCIRC Specifics 
 ADCIRC differs from RMA2 in a number of important ways. First of all, it does 
not directly solve equation 2.1 but rather combines equations 2.1-2.3 and replaces 2.1 
with what is called the Generalized Wave Continuity Equation(GWCE).  This is done in 
order to avoid spurious oscillations that are associated with Galerkin finite element 
formulations of the primitive continuity equation (Luettich and Westerink 2004). The 
GWCE is derived by first taking the time derivative of the primitive continuity equation, 
equation 2.1.  Then, equation 2.1 multiplied by a weighting factor τo, is added to the 
result.  Finally after using the chain rule and reordering terms, the momentum equations 
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For the sake of brevity a number of terms have been omitted from equations 2.6 and 2.7 
because they are not used in the simulations presented here, however ADCIRC is capable 
of considering them.  These omitted terms account for: surface/wind stress, atmospheric 
pressure gradients, Coriolis forcing, baroclinic effects, Newtonian tidal potential, earth 
tide, self attraction and load tide. Although the equations are presented here in Cartesian 
coordinates, ADCIRC is also capable of solving the equations in spherical coordinates.  
Another major difference from RMA2 becomes apparent in the derivation of weak form 
of the equations solved by ADCIRC. Equation 2.5 along with the primitive momentum 
equations 2.2 and 2.3 are solved by finite element method using linear weighting 
functions for both the WSE and current velocity and as a result ADCIRC uses only linear 
triangular elements. Also differing from RMA2, the solution is fully explicit in time 
when using the 2-D depth integrated mode and therefore requires relatively smaller time 
steps when compared with RMA2.   
 In ADCIRC wetting/drying is done using elemental elimination.  For this the user 
must specify a minimum depth below which a node is considered dry.  When a node dries 
all elements connected to that node become dry and are removed from calculations.  In 
order for a dry node to become wet there must be a sufficient surface gradient to drive a 
velocity, greater than a user specified minimum velocity, from a currently wet node to the 
dry node (Luettich and Westerink, 2000).  In comparison with RMA2’s marsh porosity 
option this method is rather simple and causes complete blocking of flow through dry 
elements.  Streams and channels which are not explicitly represented by the geometry 
cannot be accounted for by this method. And any channel must have at least a width of 
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two nodes with sufficient depth otherwise the elements representing the channel may 























CHAPTER 3.  PARTICLE TRACKING MODEL 
3.1 About Particle Tracking Models 
 Particle tracking simulations can be used to solve a variety of scientific and 
engineering problems ranging from the simple kinematics of projectile motion to plasma 
modeling within fusion reactors.  In hydrodynamics, the simulation of Lagrangian 
particle trajectories can aid in flow field visualization and be used to model various 
transport phenomena.  Trajectories of massless fluid “particles”, often called “drogues” 
or “drifters” can be numerically computed to show circulation patterns.  And with proper 
initial placement of particles, retention times and flushing times can be estimated from 
these trajectories.  Lagrangian tracking of discrete particles can be used to solve a number 
of problems where the dispersion of a substance is important such as: dispersion of 
discharged ship ballast water, larval dispersion, pollutant dispersion, oil spills, 
contaminant release, and it may even aid in search and rescue efforts (Edwards et al. 
2006). Additional consideration of various particle properties such as mass, size, density, 
decay rate, turbulent diffusion, settling velocity, etc. and their effect on the motion of 
particles makes possible the simulation of sediment transport and pollutant fate and 
transport.  There are currently available a number of different codes for tracking particles.  
 The GISPART code, created to model the dispersion and diffusion of 
contaminants in the Straight of Gibraltar, tracks particles on a rectangular mesh using the 
solution from a finite difference hydrodynamic module (Periañez 2005).  The GISPART 
code consists of two modules, a 2D depth averaged hydrodynamic module and a 3D 
particle tracking module. The first module is run offline and uses finite differences to 
compute the tidal constants and residuals within the model domain using the lunar and 
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solar semidiurnal tidal constituients, M2 and S2.  The second module tracks discrete 
particles through the domain to simulate the discharge of contaminants.  The dispersion 
module can be run with either an instantaneous or continuous release of particles at a user 
specified location. Other required inputs include particle/contaminant mass, number of 
particles, horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients, and a decay constant.  An 
assumed vertical current profile, which may also include the influence of wind, is 
computed from the depth averaged current given by the hydrodynamic module   Particles 
are advected horizontally at every timestep by first solving the equation: 
),()( trq
dt
trd rrr =                                                      (3.1) 
Where )(trr is the position vector for a particle and ),( trq rr is the current velocity vector 
field.  This equation is solved in the simplest way using forward Euler integration: 
tttrqrr ttttt ΔΔ−+= Δ−Δ− ),(
rrrr                                           (3.2) 
where tΔ is the timestep.  3-D turbulent diffusion is then considered by giving the 
particles an additional random displacement based on user supplied diffusion 
coefficients.  These diffusion coefficients must be carefully chosen in order for the model 
to accurately represent turbulent mixing of the particles. Results of time varying particle 
positions may then be plotted and analyzed to show the transport of contaminants and 
when the particle mass is considered concentration data may be extracted within the 
domain. 
 Another code which works on linear triangular meshes is DROG3D, originally 
made to work with the Dartmouth College series of finite element circulation models 
FUNDY and QUODDY(Blanton 1995). DROG3D is run independently of the 
hydrodynamic model FUNDY in a tidal frequency space where currents are computed 
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from a number of tidal amplitudes and phases.  DROG3DDT is another version of the 
DROG3D code that has been adapted to run in time dependant space as a subroutine of 
the hydrodynamic model QUODDY.  The DROG3D code has been used extensively and 
modified for use with a number of other hydrodynamic models. A 2D MATLAB version 
of the code, drog2ddt, is also available for tracking particles offline in a 2D finite element 
mesh.  DROG3D uses an adaptive 4th order Runge-Kutta method(RK4) to solve equation 
4.1 for a particles new position. In the RK4 method, the x component of a particles new 
position is found from:  
6336
4321 kkkkxx ttt ++++= Δ−                                         (3.3)                           
( ) tttruk tt ΔΔ−= Δ− ,1


























3                                                (3.6) 
( ) ttkuk Δ= ,34                                                       (3.7) 
where u is the component of current in the x direction. The other components are solved 
in the same way. In the RK4 method an initial guess k1 is made at the particles new 
position by first using Foward Euler integration. Then the velocity is interpolated half 
way to k1 and a second guess k2 is made using the original starting point and the new 
velocity.  Again the velocity is interpolated at the midpoint and a third guess k3 is made.  
Finally a fourth guess k4 is made using the velocity at the third endpoint and a weighted 
average of the four guesses gives the new position.  RK4 requires that the velocity be 
interpolated four times for each particle step, and therefore is more computationally 
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expensive than Forward Euler integration, however it can provide much more accurate 
results(Press 1992). To combat this loss in efficiency, DROG3D combines RK4 with an 
algorithm for adaptive stepsize control which adjusts the tracking timestep to maximize 
the stepsize without going over a user specified error.  To accomplish this, two steps are 
taken each time a particle is moved: a single RK4 step, and a double RK4 step with half 
the timestep.  If the difference between the final position for both steps is greater than the 
specified allowable error, then the timestep is reduced and the steps are taken again, if the 
difference is smaller than the allowable error the particle is relocated and the timestep 
increased accordingly. A single particle step using this method can require considerably 
more velocity interpolations than a regular RK4 step adding computational expense. 
However the payoff comes when particles are able to have large displacements where the 
velocity gradient is small, possibly leading to a much faster simulation.  
 When a particle tracking simulation is run offline, it generally requires velocity 
output from a previously run hydrodynamic simulation. For dynamic particle tracking, if 
particle steps are more frequent than the velocity output from the hydrodynamic model, it 
will be necessary for the particle tracking model to interpolate the velocity field in time.  
Therefore, to avoid excessive error in the particle tracks, care must be taken when 
running the hydrodynamic simulation to capture the velocity solution frequently.  
Unfortunately frequent velocity output, expecially for meshes with lots of nodes, can 
generate very large files that are difficult to manage.  To remedy this many 
hydrodynamic models such as DHI’s MIKE series of models, UMASS Dartmouth’s 
Finite Volume Coastal Ocean Model(FVCOM),  TetraTech’s Environmental Fluid 
Dynamics Code(EFDC), QUODDY and DROG3DDT,etc., have options to run particle 
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tracking simulations online within the hydrodynamic code.  In this way particles can be 
tracked in step with the velocity calculations with no need for interpolation in time, and 
both the velocity and particle position output can be saved at any desired frequency.  The 
disadvantage to the online approach becomes evident when a number of different particle 
tracking scenarios need to be run with the same flow field. In this case, an offline 
approach will almost definitely give faster results because there is no need for redundant 
calculations of the velocity field.   
3.2 Maureparticle 
 In this thesis a particle tracking code is developed and particle simulations are 
used to aid in the analysis and comparison of the hydrodynamic results from the 
ADCIRC and RMA2 models.  The “maureparticle” particle tracking code was initially 
created as a tool for streamline visualization and retention time calculations for a 
hydrodynamic model of the proposed Mississippi River re-introduction into the Maurepas 
Swamp(URS 2006).  The code for this study used velocity output from an ADCIRC 
model to track particles with a steady-state velocity field through an unstructured 2D 
triangular mesh using forward Euler steps. A velocity solution at a particular time was 
taken as a steady-state field and particles were tracked through the model domain so their 
paths represented streamlines at fully developed flow.  Particles were initially placed 
such that streamtubes between particles tracks representative of equal fractions of the 
discharge into the domain.  Streamlines were then examined to identify areas influenced 
by the diversion water, stagnant areas, and paths of “short circuiting”.  Also by looking at 
the “age” of the particles when they moved from the swamp into Lake Maurepas or some 
of the larger streams in the area, it was possible to produce statistics relating to the 
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retention time of diversion water in the swamp.  Similar techniques of flow field analysis 
are used in this thesis. 
 Here the abilities of maureparticle have been expanded.  It is now able to pre-
process ADCIRC style grids, RMA2 style grids, or generic files describing the nodes and 
elements of a 2D unstructured triangular grid.  It can accept as input the velocity output 
from ADCIRC or ASCII velocity output generated by SMS from a RMA2 simulation.  It 
has also been enhanced with the ability to track particles in a dynamic velocity field, and 
with the option to use either forward Euler integration or second order Runge-Kutta 
integration(RK2).  In the RK2 method, also known as the midpoint method, equation 3.1 
is solved for a particle new position by using the second guesses of the RK4 method: 
                          2kxx ttt += Δ−                                                     (3.8) 
                        ( ) tttruk tt ΔΔ−= Δ− ,1
r                                                  (3.9)       












2                                                (3.10) 
Although this method requires twice as many velocity interpolations as the forward Euler 
method and therefore more CPU expense, the improvement in accuracy can be significant 
when the velocity field is significantly curved.  The RK2 method was chosen instead of 
RK4 because it can provide improved accuracy when compared with forward Euler 
integration without the added computational expense and complexity necessary for 
implementing adaptive RK4.  
 Pre-processing of the 2D finite element grid is necessary for a number of reasons, 
some specific to the type of grid and another due to the difficulty of locating particles on 
a 2D triangular mesh.  The ADCIRC mesh used by URS for the Maurepas swamp study 
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contains a number of internal normal flow boundaries(“weirs”) which experience flow 
over them during the course of a simulation. These boundaries are essentially empty 
spaces in the mesh through which particles cannot be easily located and tracked.  In order 
to get around this problem new mesh elements are created within these empty spaces so 
that particles can be tracked over these boundaries. If this is not done, the tracking code 
will not allow a particle to travel across a “weir” boundary even though water may flow 
across it.  Existing particle tracking codes, including a modified version of DROG3DDT 
and the drogue plotting capabilities of SMS, could not track particles across a weir 
without modifications.  This along with the desire to do only steady-state tracking, was 
the impetus for creating a new particle tracking code.  Because the code uses linear 
triangular elements for tracking RMA2 grids require pre-processing for two reasons:  
quadrilateral elements must be split into triangles, and mid-side nodes on quadratic 
elements can be neglected for linear interpolations. When given an ADCIRC grid with 
weir boundaries, maureparticle will make a new grid with additional elements created to 
fill the empty spaces in the mesh between the node string pairs representing the weir 
boundaries. When given a RMA2 grid, a new grid of linear triangular elements will be 
made by splitting each quadrilateral element into two triangles and removing the mid-side 
nodes. In both cases the weirless, linear, triangular mesh is output as a pair of generic 
files which contain the nodal coordinates and node-element connectivity.  
 In all mesh cases (RMA2, ADCIRC, or generic) the problem of locating particles 
within elements necessitates the building of two relation tables:  one to relate each 
element to its neighbors, and another to relate each node to the elements that it shares. 
DROG3D faces the same problem of locating particles on an unstructured 2D triangular 
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mesh and therefore requires a preprocessing program called CONNECT2d to build 
similar tables.   
 
 
Figure 3.1  Displacement vectors from a particle to the nodes of an element 
    
 Figure 3.1 shows a particle located at (xp,yp) an within a triangular element.  To 
test if a particle lies within a particular element, three counterclockwise cross products of 
the displacement vectors from the particle’s position to the nodes of the element are 
calculated. If they are all positive,   
 
021 >× ss dd
rr
   &   032 >× ss dd
rr
   &   013 >× ss dd
rr
                        (3.11) 
 
then the particle lies within the element.  If any of the cross products are negative, then 
the particle is outside the element.  By looping over all the elements in the mesh and 
calculating these three cross products, a particle can be located within a particular 
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element.  However doing this every time a particle moves from one element to the next 
could be very costly, especially for large grids and/or a large number of particles.  In the 
beginning of a simulation the initial elemental location of a particle is found this way, but 
once the elemental location of a particle is known, when it leaves an element, a smaller 
group of neighboring elements can be searched to relocate the particle more quickly.  
This is why before any tracking begins an element-to-element neighbor table, and a node-
to-element neighbor table are built.  These tables are referred to when a particle has 
moved from its current element into a neighboring element. The tables are written out as 
ASCII files so once they are made for a particular grid it is not necessary to build them 





Figure 3.2  Possible particle displacements: e2e displacement may be found by referring 
to the element-to-element table, n2e displacement may be found by referring to the node-
to-element table, out of bounds may be brought back to boundary, lost will require 
reduction in timestep. 
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 [6 2 9].  When a particle moves out of element 4, the cross products of the displacement 
vectors to the nodes of element 4 will not all be positive.  Maureparticle will then loop 
through the element 6, 2, and 9 calculating the cross products till it finds one that gives 
all positive cross products. In this way the particle identified in the figure as “e2e” will be 
found in element 6 and relocated.  If the particle is not found, the closest node from the 
three nodes of element 4 (nodes 6, 9, or 8) will be found; in the case of the “n2e” particle 
leaving element 4, this would be node 8; then the particle will be found in element 10 by 
looping through the elements listed in the eighth row of the node-to-element table [2 12 
11 10 9 4].  If a particle is still not found after referring to the node-to-element table, it is 
assumed that the particle has left the domain. If however, it is not outside the boundary 
the particle has completely left a node-element group and is effectively “lost”.  When a 
particle leaves the domain it is placed on the boundary normal to its current position and 
tracking can continue, and if the velocity field permits, the particle may track back into 
the domain.  A lost particle will require time step reduction for successful execution of 
the model. 
 Once the elemental location of a particle is known, the velocity is found by linear 
interpolation between the three nodes of the element.  Each component of velocity is 
found separately as the elevation on a plane at point (xp,yp) intersecting the three points 
(xn1,yn1,un1), (xn2,yn2,un2), (xn3,yn3,un3) defined by the element and velocity field.  For 






=                                       (3.12) 
)()()( 213132321 nnnnnnnnn uuyuuyuuyA −+−+−=                        (3.13) 
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)()()( 213132321 nnnnnnnnn xxuxxuxxuB −+−+−=                        (3.14) 
)()()( 213132321 nnnnnnnnn yyxyyxyyxC −+−+−=                        (3.15) 
111 nnn CuByAxD −−−=                                            (3.16) 
Once the velocity is known the particle can be given a new position using either forward 
Euler integration (equation 3.2) or the RK2 method (equations 3.8-3.10).  To demonstrate 
the difference in accuracy of results produced by the forward Euler and RK2 methods a 












=                                                (3.18) 
was used to track a single particle using the both methods, Figure 4.3.  Streamlines may 




dx =                                                        (3.19) 
Substituting u and v, and integrating gives 
Cyx =+ 22                                                      (3.20) 
Thus, the streamlines in this particular velocity field are concentric circles centered on the 
origin. Particles were tracked from the same starting position for a duration that would 
allow them to travel a distance equal to the circumference of the circle.  As figure 3.3 
shows, the Forward Euler method produces significant error; reducing the timestep by a 
factor of two can give a more accurate result, but requires twice the computed steps. For a 
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of particle tracks through an irrotational vortex generated by the 









integration, but the gain in accuracy may be more than worth it.  However, as figure 3.4 
shows, the error in position for a particle step decreases as the radius of curvature of the 
velocity field increases. When the ratio of the radius of curvature to the step length is 
greater than 500, the error will be less than 0.1% of the step length even for the forward 





















Figure 3.4 Error Versus Non-dimensional Radius of Curvature for a Forward Euler or 
RK2 Computed Particle Step on an Irrotational Vortex. 
 
especially if the velocity field preferentially curves in one way as in figure 3.3. Thus, 
assuming minimal change in step length from one step to the next, for relatively straight 
velocity fields with few gentle opposing bends, forward Euler integration may give 
acceptable results in less time than RK2.  The gradient of the velocity field, the number 
of particles, the duration of the tracking simulation, and the desired accuracy of the 
results must all be considered when maximum efficiency of the particle tracking in 
necessary.  
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 In summary, maureparticle is a Larangian particle tracking model which can 
accept as input mesh and velocity output from either ADCIRC or RMA2. It can 
preprocess meshes for hydrodynamic model specific issues and to generate element 
neighbor tables required for efficient tracking.  Particles steps are calculated using either 
forward Euler integration or the RK2 method and velocity input may be read as a steady-
state or time dependant velocity field.  The code is written in the Scilab language as a set 
of Scilab functions (Appendix 1).   Scilab is a free open-source scientific and engineering 
software for numerical computations originally developed by the French Institut National 
De Recherche En Informatique Et En Autmatique(INRIA) in cooperation with the French 
Engineering school Ecole Nationale Des Ponts et Chaussees(ENPC), and  now maintined 
by the Scilab Consortium. It is quite similar to the more popular software Matlab, but it is 













CHAPTER 4.  MODEL MESHES 
4.1  The Art of Finite Element Mesh Creation 
 While the numerical foundation of finite element models for surface water flow 
such as RMA2 and ADCIRC is very well grounded in science and theory; the abstract 
ground on which the models conduct their computations is very much the mesh creator’s 
subjective rendering of a complex natural geometry.  The success of a surface water 
model in its ability to approximate particular states of its prototype is as much dependant 
on accurate representation of the prototype’s bathymetry and topography as it is on any 
other component of the model.  When developing a mesh, the modeler must keep in mind 
a number of often competing issues including: the need for accurate and complete spatial 
data, model specific geometric limitations, computational efficiency, time and effort 
associated with building and editing the mesh, and the intended use of the model.  The 
ultimate goal is to create a consistent geometry that provides the best possible 
representation of the prototype while allowing for efficient stable model simulations over 
the range of scenarios to which the model will be applied. Beyond the need to meet this 
goal there can be quite a bit of flexibility in the way in which the mesh is created and in 
the final results.  
 The software used to build the models presented in this thesis is the Surface Water 
Modeling System(SMS) version 9.0.  SMS is a commercially available software product 
being developed at the Environmental Modeling Research Laboratory at Brigham Young 
University in cooperation with the US Army Corp of Engineers.  SMS provides the user 
with interfaces to a number of popular numerical models for surface water flow 
problems. GIS and meshing tools aid in the creation and optimization of model meshes; 
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specific model interfaces allow for assignment of boundary conditions, create necessary 
files, and provide for the execution of model simulations; and finally, visualization tools 
turn the results into graphs and animations.  Both the RMA2 and ADICRC models are 
supported by interfaces available within SMS.  
 A model mesh is only as good as the spatial data used to create it.  Accurate high 
resolution elevation data are a requirement for the construction of quality finite element 
meshes.  Other time dependent data including water surface elevations and velocities are 
necessary for proper calibration and verification of models used in research and 
engineering practice.  In many cases modeling efforts require field work to verify existing 
data and, if necessary, the collection of additional data.  All data used for this work is 
available from online sources and no attempt was made to verify this data in the field.  
This should be sufficient as the models presented here are not calibrated and, although 
they are based on real data, are intended to model hypothetical situations only.  
4.2  Mesh Generation Methods 
 There are two main differences between the meshes used for the ADCIRC and 
RMA2 models.  ADCIRC uses a relatively simple unstructured linear triangular mesh 
with each element represented by three corner nodes. RMA2 on the other hand uses 
quadratic elements. This requires elements to have mid-side nodes in addition to corner 
nodes.  RMA2 is also able to use quadrilateral elements along with triangular elements.  
Thus a RMA2 mesh can be made up of a combination of triangular elements containing 6 
nodes and quadrilateral elements with 8 nodes each.  
 In order to compare RMA2 and ADCIRC models it would be best to use meshes 
representing exactly the same geometry.  For this reason the linear triangular mesh for 
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ADCIRC was made first with the intention of simply adding mid-side nodes to make the 
RMA2 mesh.  The mesh generation and GIS tools provided by SMS’s map module were 
used for mesh generation for both models.  First a number of Digital Orthophoto Quarter 
Quadrangles(DOQQ) covering the study area were downloaded from www.atlas.lsu.edu  
in the form of MRsid files. These images are 2004 vintage and are projected to the UTM 
zone 15 coordinate system with horizontal units of meters. These aerial photographs were 
viewed in SMS and their horizontal coordinates converted to feet to maintain consistent 
units. Then they were used as a foundation on which to build the meshes. SMS allows the 
user to draw a “map” over the photos by clicking out a series of feature arcs with the 
mouse.  The feature arcs are made up of a series of vertices linked together by straight 
lines.  Arcs can be combined to form polygons which can be individually assigned a 
number of different properties including the type of mesh generation algorithm to be used 
inside that polygon. Once a feature map has been drawn SMS is able to generate a mesh 
which preserves all feature vertices as nodes while also filling in the polygons with mesh.    
 Unstructured meshes, like those used by ADCIRC and RMA2, have the 
advantage of providing higher spatial resolution in areas where it is needed and lower 
resolution in topographically uninteresting areas as element size can change gradually 
from one element to the next.  For this reason arcs were drawn around some of the larger 
channels evident in the photographs with a minimum vertex spacing of 100 ft.  Once the 
channels were outlined in this way more arcs were drawn in the flatter shallower areas 
with a maximum spacing of over 3000 ft.  Figure 4.1 shows the map that was drawn with 
SMS to generate the mesh for the ADCIRC model; a similar map was used for the RMA2  
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Figure 4.1 Feature map drawn over DOQQs for generation of ADCIRC mesh. 
 
model. Once the map was drawn SMS’s paving algorithm was used to generate a 2D 
mesh which resolves the channels while increasing element size into the flatter areas and 
overall keeping the number of elements required as low as possible.   At this point mesh 
quality was checked to find elements with angles less than 30 degrees and areas where 
element to element area change was greater than 50%.  These geometric requirements are 
generally suggested by the SMS online documentation.  SMS was used to identify 
problem areas and then the problems were corrected by manually moving individual 
nodes to satisfy the mesh quality requirements.  Mesh editing in this way can be a very 
tedious job especially when the generated mesh has lots of problems to begin with; in 
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some cases if the mesh is made to stretch too much it may be impossible to edit to a 
quality mesh without adding a larger number of nodes. For this reason the mesh was 
generated from the feature map a number of times using different vertex spacing until a 
mesh with good stretching but requiring minimal editing was produced.   
 Elevation data for the meshes came from two different sources.  LIDAR data for 
land elevations were acquired from www.atlas.lsu.edu in the form of edited XYZ ASCII 
files. These data came from measurements made in 2002 and are also projected to the 
UTM zone 15 coordinate system with horizontal units of meters and vertical units of 
survey feet.  Digital sounding data available from the National Ocean Service 
Hydrographic database at www.ngdc.noaa.gov were used for bathymetry.  The 
bathymetry data were also obtained as ASCII xyz files, but with geographic coordinates.  
All data sets refer to the same horizontal North American Datum 1983(NAD 83), while 
the LIDAR data refer to the North American Vertical Datum 1988(NAVD 88), and the 
Bathymetry are referenced to Mean Low Water(MLW).  In order to combine the 
elevation data sets it is necessary to relate the geodetic datum NAVD 88 to tidal datum 
MLW for the area.  The difference between these two data depends on the local tidal 
range and therefore differs at different Bench Mark locations.  The National Ocean 
Service (NOS) has maintained a tide gauge, Station ID: 8761724, at Grand Isle, LA and 
collected data over the 1983-2001 epoch necessary to compute a reference between 
NAVD 88 and MLW for that area.  In this case NAVD 88 is approximately 0.5 feet lower 
than MLW.  Both datasets were displayed in SMS and combined into a single scatter 
dataset with all units, horizontal and vertical, converted to feet and the bathymetry data 
adjusted to NAVD 88 by subtracting 0.5 ft.  At this point close examination of the 
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elevation data set showed a number of LIDAR land points that were clearly errant 
because they appeared over open water, it is possible that these points represent land that 
was lost in between the time the LIDAR and DOQQs were taken, or it may simply be 
LIDAR returns from the water surface.  To maintain consistency in the mesh these points 
were removed from the data set.  The bathymetry data appear as single tracks along the 
center of the channels;   interpolation of these tracks as is would lead to channels with 
artificially small triangular cross-sections.  To avoid this sort of error some bathymetry 
points were added to effectively widen the channels represented by the mesh to more 
realistic cross-sections.  After the elevation data were edited in this way, the elevations of 
the mesh nodes were linearly interpolated from the elevation data.  Once again the mesh 
quality was checked, but this time for areas where the bottom slope was greater than 
1:10.  Steep areas were flattened and overall elevation contours were smoothed by 
slightly adjusting the elevation at some nodes.   
 At this point it was necessary to add a diversion channel to the mesh.  To add this 
channel to the mesh a grid of nodes and elements was produced using Scilab, the grid 
was then translated and rotated into the proper position in the mesh’s UTM coordinate 
system.  The final channel, with a cross section shown in Figure 4.2, is 8500 ft long, cuts 
through about 3500 ft of marsh, 2500 ft of natural river levee and extends about 1500 ft 
into the river.  This section of mesh was appended to the rest of the mesh using SMS’s 
mesh editing tools.  Finally boundary conditions were assigned around the exterior of the 
mesh, including an inflow discharge boundary at the head of the diversion channel and 
four WSE boundaries in open water, and the mesh was renumbered using SMS.  Figure 
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4.3 shows the resulting ADCIRC mesh containing 12,328 nodes and 24,457 elements, 






















Figure 4.2 Diversion Channel Cross-section 
 
 
Figure 4.3 ADCIRC mesh with colored elevation contours 
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 Initially a RMA2 mesh was created by simply adding mid-side nodes to the 
finalized ADCIRC mesh.  However this resulted in a mesh with 49,131 nodes on which 
simulations ran slower than real time on a 2.2 GHz Pentium 4 with 1.5 GB of RAM, thus 
it became unfeasible to use both ADCIRC and RMA2 meshes with exactly the same 
geometry.  It was therefore necessary to create a RMA2 mesh with fewer nodes which 
could be run with reasonable efficiency.  This was done by going back to the feature map 
stage of mesh construction and increasing the vertex spacing on the feature arcs; the map 
used had a minimum vertex spacing of about 175 ft and maximum of over 4400 ft. Figure 
4.4  shows  the  feature  map  used  to  generate  the RMA2  mesh, note the greater vertex 
 
Figure 4.4 Feature map with greater vertex spacing drawn over DOQQs for creation of 
RMA2 mesh. 
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spacing when compared with figure 4.1.  A mesh was generated from this map in the 
same way the ADCIRC mesh was generated.  However quadrilateral elements were 
generated in addition to triangular elements to further reduce the number of nodes in the 
resulting mesh.  This mesh was edited to maintain the same geometrical requirements as 
the ADCIRC mesh with the additional requirement that no quadrilateral element have an 
angle greater than 110 degrees.  The nodal elevations for the RMA2 mesh were 
interpolated from the nodes of the ADCIRC mesh.  Also nodal elevations greater than 4 ft 
were set to a maximum elevation of 4 ft.  This was necessary because RMA2 is a “start 
wet” model requiring that the initial WSE for a model run be greater than the highest  
elevation in the mesh.  In simulations where drying of elements is expected, as in this 
model, it in necessary to do an initial draw-down simulation to bring the WSE down from 
the highest nodal elevation to a more realistic elevation. Once the WSE is brought down 
to a realistic level further simulations can be hotstarted from the end of the draw-down 
simulation.  The final RMA2 mesh containing 16,070 nodes and 7173 elements (5617 
triangles, 1556 quadrilaterals) is shown in Figure 4.5 with the colored elevation contours.  
 Although it was possible to achieve the exact same diversion channel 
geometry(with rectangular elements), the necessary coarsening of the mesh for creating 
efficient RMA2 model resulted in the inability to represent all of the channels in the mesh 
with three elements across as was ensured for the ADCIRC mesh, some of the more 



















CHAPTER 5.  HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING RESULTS 
5.1  Sensitivity Analyses Overview 
 Generally in engineering practice whenever a hydrodynamic model is used as 
predictive tool it is necessary to rigorously calibrate and validate the model before it can 
be applied to a set of problems. The process of calibration involves “tuning” the model by 
systematically varying input parameters to make its results match a set of observed data.  
The observed data must provide both boundary conditions for the model and also 
observations within the domain for comparison with model output.  Once the model has 
been tuned and calibrated in this way the model can then be validated with another set of 
observed data.  If the model results match the validation data reasonably well without 
requiring any further tuning, then, within model limitations, the model may be used as a 
predictive tool.  Collecting field data for model calibration and validation can take 
months or even years and requires expensive equipment; thus it is beyond the scope of 
this thesis to calibrate the models presented here. However purely numerical experiments 
can be useful by showing the sensitivity of the model solution to potential tuning 
parameters.  In modeling with ADCIRC and RMA2 one common tuning parameter for 
model calibration is the bottom friction, another parameter that may be tuned to help 
obtain numerically stable results as well as aid in calibration, is the eddy viscosity 
parameter.  In this chapter the results of sensitivity analyses of these parameters are 
presented along with a brief discussion and comparison of how these parameters are 
implemented in the two different models.    
 In the first set of simulations presented, physically reasonable values were chosen 
to specify the bottom friction in the models and only the eddy viscosity parameters were 
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varied.  In this way sensitivity of the models to the eddy viscosity can be seen.  Based on 
these results, reasonable values for the eddy viscosity were chosen for use in a second set 
of simulations which examine model sensitivity to the bottom friction parameters. All 
simulations conducted here were set up to dynamically obtain a steady-state solution 
from a cold-start with an inflow boundary condition of 100,000 cfs into the diversion 
channel and a steady water surface elevation boundary condition of 1 ft at the ocean 
boundary.  To achieve this, different approaches were needed for the different models. 
ADCIRC is a start-dry model, meaning that on a cold-start the initial WSE in the domain 
is set to zero and any nodes which have elevation above zero begin the simulation dry. 
This requires that the WSE elevation boundary be gradually ramped up from 0 ft to 1 ft 
while some dry parts of the domain are wetted.  RMA2 on the other hand is a start wet 
model requiring the initial WSE to be set above the highest point in the domain so that all 
nodes begin wet, in this case the WSE boundary was gradually brought down from an 
elevation of 4ft to 1ft.  In both simulations, in order to avoid instabilities associated with 
shocking the model at the boundary, the inflow boundary was ramped up gradually from 
0 to 100,000 cfs over a period of 1 day.  All simulations were run for a simulation time of 
10 days to ensure that all transient effects of the initial ramp up period were gone and the 
solution had reached a steady-state.  All results presented here were taken from the 
solution at 10 days and should be considered as steady-state fully developed flow fields.  
Discussions of the model results refer to the water bodies presented in Figure 5.1 and the 
diversion channel profiles locations presented in Figure 5.2. 
5.2  Initial Bottom Friction Parameters 
 













































Figure 5.2  Detail of Diversion Channel Profile Locations 
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friction parameters.  Manning’s n for RMA2, or the friction factor, Kslip for ADCIRC can 
be specified as a spatially and temporally constant value. Different temporally constant 
values can be assigned to different mesh nodes, or values can be calculated dynamically 
depending on the depth.  However the models use different formulations for specification 
of the bottom friction in the momentum equations, and when the friction parameter is 
assigned dynamically, different functions requiring additional parameters are used to 
relate the main friction parameter to the depth.  
 ADCIRC uses a generalized slip formulation for the bottom stress terms in the 
governing equations. The bottom stress bτ








                                                   (5.1) 
where oρ is the reference density of water, vu
rr,  are the x,y components of depth averaged 
velocity, and Kslip may be a constant giving a linear slip boundary condition, or it may be 
calculated as, 
22 vuCK dslip +=                                                  (5.2) 
resulting in a quadratic slip boundary condition on the bottom with the necessary 
specification of a quadratic drag coefficient Cd.  In this case the bottom stress terms in the 
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Where 22 vuU +=  is the velocity magnitude.   
 Manning’s Formula is used to represent bottom stress in RMA2.  The 






















                                         (5.4) 
Setting 5.3 equal to 5.4 and solving for n, gives a relationship 5.5 that can be used to 
calculate an effective n value for a given Cd, thus allowing for comparison of bottom drag 
forces applied in both models. 
dChn 6
1
262.0=                                                    (5.5) 
 The functions used to relate the bottom friction parameter to the depth in RMA2 
and ADCIRC have generally different forms, but both have the effect of asymptotically 
varying the friction parameter (n or Cd) to some minimum value as the depth increases.  
These functions require the specification of additional parameters which are listed in 
Table 5.1 along with the values used in the initial simulations for both models.  An 
attempt was made to provide bottom friction parameters in both models so that the 
resulting bottom drag forces would be nearly the same.  The SMS RMA2 interface 
provides default parameters for the Mississippi River delta.  These parameters were used 
for the initial RMA2 model runs and were also used to find values for the initial ADCIRC 
parameters.    
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While ADCIRC uses the following hybrid bottom friction relationship to vary Cd 
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For comparison of Manning’s n values, equation 5.7 can be substituted into equation 5.5 
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Table 5.1 SMS’s default values for RMA2 rougnhess by depth parameters for the 
Mississippi River Delta, and parameters for ADCIRC’s hybrid bottom friction 
relationship giving approximately the same bottom friction relationship. 
RMA2 Roughness by depth 
Parameter Description 
Mississippi River Delta 
Default Values 
RDRO Max n value for non-vegetated water 0.02 
RDRM n value for vegetated water 0.026 
RDDO Depth at which vegetation effects roughness 2 ft 
RDCOEF Roughness by depth coefficient 0.08 
ADCIRC Hybrid Bottom Friction Parameters 
Parameter Description 
Value giving similar 
relationship as above 
FMIN Minimum drag coefficient 0.002 
HBREAK The break depth for the function 10 ft 
FGAMMA 
Determines how the drag coefficient increases 
as depth decreases 0.88 
FTHETA 
Determines how rapidly the function reaches its 
limits above and below the break depth 10 
 
 To determine equivalent values for the ADCIRC hybrid bottom friction 
parameters, a spreadsheet was created which calculates Manning’s n versus depth for 
equations 5.6 and 5.8.  These equations are functionally different and cannot be made to 
produce exactly the same curve therefore trial and error was used to produce similar 
curves by systematically varying ADCIRC’s hybrid bottom friction parameters until a 
reasonable similarity was visually obtained for a depth range between 0.02 and 30 ft.  
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The resulting curves for n versus depth and their difference, RMA2 minus ADCIRC, are 














































Figure 5.3 Comparison of initial roughness by depth curves for RMA2 and ADCIRC 
models with parameters listed in table 5.1, ADCIRC drag coefficients were converted to 
n values using equation 5.5 
 
  For depths less than 0.1 ft the ADCIRC model has significantly higher effective n 
values with a difference of 0.04 for a depth of 0.02 ft.  For depths shallower than this the 
difference is no longer important because 0.02 ft has been specified as the wet/dry limit 
for the ADCIRC simulations presented here.  Between depths of 0.3 ft and 3.3 ft the 
RMA2 model has higher n values reaching a maximum difference of 0.0035 at a depth of 
0.9 ft.  For depth greater than 3.3 ft the ADCIRC model has only slightly greater values 
for Manning’s n.   
5.3 Eddy Viscosity Stability Tests 
 Numerical models for turbulent flows are all faced with the problem of how to 
deal with turbulent motions that are of smaller scale than spatial discretization of the 
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domain.  It is impossible to model a turbulent eddy that would be found completely inside 
one element in a finite element mesh; however it is plausible that an eddy of that size 
might actually exist in nature and have an effect on the larger scale mean flow field.  In 
order to get around this problem both RMA2 and ADCIRC solve Reynolds averaged 
forms of the equations of motion.  In the Reynolds averaging process, the advective terms 
in the momentum equations give rise to terms involving the correlation of the fluctuating 
parts of the velocity components.  The associated stresses, called the Reynolds stresses, 
are functions of the unknown fluctuating part of the velocity; without relating these 
stresses to the mean flow field the problem become insoluble.  An analogy can be made 
between the Reynolds stress caused by turbulent motion and viscous stress caused by 
random molecular motion described by kinetic theory (Kundu and Cohen, 2004).  In this 
analogy the molecular viscosity, a property of the fluid, is compared to the eddy 
viscosity, which is a property of the flow; thus the analogy is somewhat flawed.  In 
turbulent flows, the effect of the Reynolds stress in much greater than the viscous stress, 
and the molecular viscosity in the equations of motion can be replaced with the eddy 
viscosity as is shown equations 2.2 and 2.3.  Unfortunately, because the eddy viscosity 
should be a property of the degree of turbulence in the flow, it is difficult to physically 
justify what value should be used when modeling a particular situation.  In practice the 
eddy viscosity is generally used to increase numerical stability in the model solution, or it 
may be used as a tuning parameter to achieve model calibration (Leuttich and Westerink 
2004, Donnell 2005).  
 ADCIRC uses a kinematic unit ft2/s for eddy viscosity, while RMA2 uses a 
dynamic unit, lb-s/ft2.  For comparison here all values have been converted to kinematic 
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For both models, it was found that eddy viscosity values less than 20 ft2/s did not produce 
stable results. The RMA2 model failed to converge to a solution in its initial calculation, 
while the ADCIRC model produced results which showed unrealistic spatial oscillations 
along the diversion.  For values greater than 375 ft2/s the ADCIRC model again became 
unstable and “blew up” producing extremely high water surface elevations and velocities 
within the domain.  Because of this 375 ft2/s was taken as an upper limit for sensitivity 
testing although the RMA2 model still produced stable results at higher values.   
 WSE data were extracted from the model results along a longitudinal profile 
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Figure 5.5  WSE profile along diversion channel for range of EV values, RMA2 
 
 greater values of eddy viscosity have the effect of steepening the water surface slope 
along the diversion channel.  This effect can be explained by energy considerations. As 
the eddy viscosity is increased more momentum is transferred laterally from the center of  
the channel to the sides where more energy is lost to bottom friction. Although side 
friction is not considered in the models bottom friction is greater on the channel sides 
because of the shallower depth and relatively higher velocities.  In order to maintain 
constant discharge along the channel, this energy loss must be balanced by a greater 
upstream increase in potential energy which in reflected in the steepening of the WSE 
slope. 
 For both models, the difference in WSE between EV values of 375 ft2/s and 20 
ft2/s is more than 1.5 ft at the head of the diversion channel, however further downstream 
the increase is much less.  In the rest of the domain, Figures 5.6 and 5.7, increased eddy  
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Figure 5.6  Difference in WSE (ft), EV=375 minus EV=20, ADCIRC 
 
 
Figure 5.7  Difference in WSE (ft), EV=375 minus EV=20, RMA2 
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viscosity values cause only a slight increase in WSE. The difference is less than 0.2 ft in 
most of the domain.   With the exception of the upstream end of the diversion channel, 
the WSE solution of the models does not show significant sensitivity to eddy viscosity 
within the range of values that produce stable model results. 
 The velocity solutions, however, are more sensitive to eddy viscosity. To 
demonstrate the effect on the velocity field, velocity magnitude data were extracted along 
a profile across the diversion channel.  Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show how the velocity profiles 
across the diversion channel become flatter as the eddy viscosity is increased.   
 Increasing the eddy viscosity causes a reduction in the velocity magnitude at the 
center of the channel along with an increase near the channel banks.  This effect is much 
more significant when the eddy viscosity is relatively low.  For example the change in 
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Figure 5.9  Velocity profile across diversion channel for a range of eddy viscosity values, 
RMA2 
 
get an idea of how the simulated cross-channel velocity might compare to the depth 
averaged velocity profile in a real channel, the steepest velocity profiles(EV=20 ft2/s) are 
compared to a profile calculated using a general formula for a depth-averaged velocity 
distribution in a straight trapezoidal channel (Wilkerson and McGahan, 2005).  The 
general formula presented in the technical note is: 














exp1)(                             (5.10) 
Where U(z) is the depth averaged down channel velocity at lateral coordinate z, Z is the 
cotangent of the side slope, Y is the depth, and ztoe is the lateral coordinate at the toe of 
the slope; b5 = 0.125, b6 = 2.24 and  b7 = -0.582 were used as given in the technical note.  
However b4 was modified for this application to ensure that velocity goes to zero where 
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Figure 5.10 comparison of steepest ADCIRC and RMA2 cross-channel velocity profiles 
with an empirical profile computed using the general formula from (Wilkerson and 
McGahan 2005) 
 
 value of 0.104.  The trapezoidal channel used in this calculation has a bottom width of 
300 ft and a side slope of 10:1, and is slightly different in shape from that presented in 
Figure 4.2.  Also it needs to be noted that the data Wilkerson and McGahan used to 
develop equation 5.10 came from smaller channels with steeper banks.  Figure 5.10 
shows that the profile produced using the empirical relationship is even steeper than the 
steepest profiles produced by the models with eddy viscosity values of 20 ft2/s.  
 Unlike the effect on the WSE, the effect of eddy viscosity variation on the 
velocity field is not limited to the diversion channel, but is evident throughout the various 
channels in the model domains. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 shows color contours of the 
difference in velocity magnitude across the entire model domain for eddy viscosity values 
of 20 ft2/s and 375 ft2/s.   
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Figure 5.11  Velocity Magnitude Difference,  EV = 20 minus EV = 375, ADCIRC 
 
 
Figure 5.12  Velocity Magnitude Difference,  EV = 20 minus EV = 375, RMA2 
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 Generally the effect of increased eddy viscosity is to flatten the velocity gradients 
across all the channels in the domain.  Higher values of eddy viscosity lead to lower 
velocity peaks in the center of the channels and higher velocities on channel sides. This 
effect is significant with velocity differences of more than 1 ft/s in a number of places in 
both models.  In cases where the velocity solution is important, for example to see if 
scour is expected, eddy viscosity values must be selected carefully to ensure that the 
model is not going to under-predict peak velocity values. This suggests that the best 
choice for an eddy viscosity value is the lowest value that can give stable results.  In 
addition to this, Figure 5.10 suggests that even the lowest possible value might produce 
results which are under-conservative with respect to high velocities.  
 Particle tracking simulations were driven by velocity fields output from the 
simulations with the extreme values of eddy viscosity.  In order to initially place the 
particles in a meaningful way, a line was drawn across the diversion channel beginning 
and ending where the water surface intersects the channel sides.  Using the channel cross-
section and the velocity and WSE solutions, units of distance along this line were 
converted to units of fractional discharge and then particles were placed along this line 
with equal spacing of fractional discharge.  This requires each particle tracking 
simulation, using different hydrodynamic results, to have a unique set of starting 
positions for the particles.  Particle paths beginning from these points, generated by a 
steady-state field, represent boundaries of streamtubes containing equal fractions of the 
total diversion discharge.  Viewing these paths has an advantage over simply examining 
velocity field vectors as it allows the viewer to easily identify areas which receive more 
or less of the diverted river water.   
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 Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the particle paths for 25 particles placed across the 
diversion channel for the simulations with extreme eddy viscosity values.  In all cases it 
is apparent that about 80% of the diverted water travels to the south through Adam’s Bay 
then into Bastian Bay and Caprien Bay.  Less than 4% of the remaining water travels 
north through Bay de la Cheniere or Grand Bayou while the rest moves to the west 
through Lake Washington into Lake Grande Ecaille. The overall steady-state flow 
patterns show little sensitivity to the eddy viscosity parameter.   
 The particle paths also provide information on the amount of time the diverted 
river water stays in the domain.  Another set of simulations were done using the same 
hydrodynamic solutions, but with 199 particles, so that each streamtube represents 0.5% 
of the total discharge.  The time at which each particle first encounters an outflow 
boundary was extracted from these results and these “particle residence” times were then 
used to determine the percent of particles, in effect the percent of the diverted water, 
remaining in the domain at a given time after the start of the particle simulation(Figure 
5.15).     
 The amount of time the diverted water remains in the domain has important 
implications into water quality and sediment deposition.  The longer the diverted water 
stays in the area the more fine sediment can settle out and to some extent the longer 
biological processes can extract nutrients and improve water quality.  The median particle 
residence time, the time at which 50% of the particles have left the domain can be used a 
rough indicator of the overall amount of time diverted water remains in the domain.  For 
RMA2, this median time is 0.67 and 0.61 days for eddy viscosity values of 20 and 375 
ft2/s respectively; for ADCIRC the median time is 0.47 and 0.46 days for eddy viscosity 
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A) EV = 20 ft2/s 
 
 
B)  EV = 375 ft2/s 
Figure 5.13   Particle Paths Representing Steady-State Streamlines for Extreme Eddy 
Viscosity(EV) Values, RMA2 Simulations. 
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A) EV = 20 ft2/s 
 
 
B) EV = 375 ft2/s 
Figure 5.14   Particle Paths Representing Steady-State Streamlines for Extreme Eddy 
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Figure 5.15  Percent of Particles Remaining in the Domain Versus Time For Steady- 
state Simulations with Extreme Eddy Viscosity Values. 
 
values of 20 and 375 ft2/s respectively.  The information from the particle tracking 
simulations show generally that the eddy viscosity has little effect on where the diverted 
river water goes and how long it stays in the model domain.  Differences in the retention 
time curves for the two different models are explained in more detail when the different 
models are compared in Section 5.5. 
5.4 Bottom Friction Sensitivity 
 In order to quantify the sensitivity of the models to bottom friction parameters 
several simulations were done, using a constant eddy viscosity of 20 ft2/s, and varying the 
roughness by depth curves.  The roughness by depth curves shown in Figure 5.3 were 
taken as a lower limit, or “Baseline”, and two different sets of parameters were chosen 
for each model yielding different curves. For the first set, “Overall n Increase”, the 
friction parameters were adjusted to increase the effective Manning’s n values 
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consistently over the whole depth range.  For the second set, “Shallow n Increase”, the 
friction parameters were adjusted to increase the effective Manning’s n values only for 
the shallower portion of the depth range.  The parameters used are listed in Table 5.2. 
The trial and error method described above in section 5.2 was used to choose parameters 
for ADCIRC that produce roughness by depth curves similar to RMA2 parameters.   The 
roughness by depth curves for the “Baseline”, “Overall n Increase”, and “Shallow n 
Increase” are compared in Figure 5.16.   
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show WSE profiles along the diversion channel for the 
various simulations.  For both models it is evident that an increase in Manning’s n over 
the entire depth range causes an overall rise and steepening of profile.  At the mouth of 
the diversion channel both models show a WSE increase of about 1.25 ft.  The RMA2 
model is more sensitive to all the increased n scenarios as is suggested by the greater 
steepening of the profiles in Figure 5.17. When the Manning’s n values are increased 
only  on  the  shallower  end  of  the  depth  range,  the  effect  on the  WSE  profile in the  
 
Table 5.2 Summary of Bottom Friction Parameters 






RDRO 0.02 0.04 0.02 
RDRM 0.026 0.026 0.05 
RDDO 2 ft 2 ft 2 ft 
RDCOEF 0.08 0.08 0.08 
ADCIRC Hybrid Bottom Friction Parameters 
FMIN 0.002 0.0037 0.0005 
HBREAK 10 ft 30 ft 50 ft 
FGAMMA 0.88 0.7 1.03 























Overall n Increase, RMA2 ADCIRC
Shallow n Increase, RMA2  ADCIRC
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Figure 5.17 WSE Profiles Along Diversion Channel for Different Sets of Bottom 
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Figure 5.18 WSE Profiles Along Diversion Channel for Different Sets of Bottom 
Friction Parameters, ADCIRC 
  
diversion channel is much less significant because the diversion channel is relatively deep 
and therefore the effective n values here are not different from the baseline.  There is a 
small increase in WSE of about 0.25 feet at the mouth of the diversion channel which can 
be attributed to larger n values in the shallower areas within the domain.  In this case 
there is no steepening of the profile, in fact for ADCIRC, the profile actually becomes 
flatter.  Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show color contour plots of the increase in WSE above the 
baseline produced by the different bottom friction scenarios. For both models and both 
scenarios, generally the WSE becomes higher and its gradient becomes steeper when the 
friction is increased.  For the overall n increase this effect is quite significant with more 
than 0.5 ft increases in WSE across most of the model domain.  Note for the ADCIRC 
model that the increase in WSE causes some of the elements in the northern portion of 
the domain to become wet increasing the conveyance between Bay de la Cheniere and 
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Bay Lanaux. This effect is an artifact of the elemental wetting/drying scheme used by 
ADCIRC in which dry elements block any possible flow through them.   The RMA2 
model, while using the marsh porosity option, does not channelize the water in this way 
and therefore shows much smoother wetting/drying.  
 For the Shallow n Increase scenario, the effect on the WSE is less significant; 
note the different scales on Figures 5.19 and 5.20.  The water surface is increased the 
most at the mouth of the diversion channel where the deep channel transitions in to a 
much shallower and broader area with relatively higher bottom friction forces. Less 
conveyance due to the blocking effect of dry elements explains why the increase in WSE 
is greater throughout most of the domain for the ADCIRC model. 
  To examine the sensitivity of the velocity solution to the bottom friction 
parameters, velocity profiles were again extracted across the diversion channel, and also 
the difference in velocity magnitudes across the domain was computed and used to 
produce color contour plots.  Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the various profiles for the 
ADCIRC and RMA2 models respectively.  From these figures it can be seen that an 
overall increase in effective Manning’s n values causes a fairly uniform decrease in the 
velocity across the diversion channel.  When the bottom friction is increased at only the 
shallow end of the depth range, only the velocity in the shallow portions of the channel is 
decreased.  For the shallow n increase scenario with the ADCIRC model the velocity in 
the center actually is slightly higher in the center of the channel, this is due to the increase 
in depth which then causes a smaller drag coefficient to be used based on ADCIRC’s 
hybrid friction formulation.  
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Figure 5.22 Cross-channel Velocity Profiles for Bottom Friction sensitivity, RMA2 
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difference for the Overall n Increase and Shallow n Increase scenarios respectively.  
Generally, for both models, the Overall n Increase shows a large decrease in velocity  
where the deep diversion channel transitions into shallower Adam’s Bay.  There is also a 
slight decrease in velocity magnitude going south through Adam’s Bay and into Bastian 
Bay and Caprien Bay, while there is a slight increase in velocity in the northern and 
western areas including Bay de la Cheniere, Bay Lanux, Lake Washington, and Lake 
Grande Ecaille.  With the exception of the Freeport Sulphur Canal in the ADCIRC model 
there are also decreases in velocity magnitudes throughout the rest of the channels within 
the domain. These results can be expected by looking at the particle tracking 
results(Figures 5.13A and 5.14) which show that a large percentage of diverted water that 
flows south through Adam’s Bay into Bastian and Caprien Bays is slowed by the 
increased bottom friction.  This increases the WSE in Adam’s Bay and Bay de la 
Cheniere, which increase the water surface gradient to the north and west. Greater depth, 
lower friction, and steeper gradients all lead to faster velocities in the north and west 
portions of the domain.  For ADCIRC the increased conveyance through Bay de la 
Cheniere and Bay Lanaux, caused by wetting, leads to a significant increase in velocities 
in the Freeport Sulphur Canal.   
 When the bottom friction is increased at only the shallow end of the depth range, 
the results are qualitatively similar in the shallow open bays and lakes within the model 
domains.  However the magnitude of the change is less; note the different velocity 
magnitude scales in Figures 5.23 and 5.24.   In the channels within the domain, the 
RMA2 model shows increases in velocity, this is expected as these areas are deeper and 














Figure 5.24 Velocity Magnitude Difference, Shallow n Increase Minus Baseline 
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ADCIRC model results are similar to the Overall n Increase scenario showing a relatively 
large increase in the Freeport Sulphur canal with slight decreases in the other channels to 
the south. 
 Particle tracking results are shown in Figures 5.25 and 5.26 for the two different 
bottom friction sensitivity scenarios.  Overall the flow paths are not much different from 
the Baseline simulations shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14.  Again, about 80% of the 
diverted water flows south through Adam’s Bay into Bastian and Caprien Bays while the 
rest either flows north or west through Bay de la Cheniere, Grand Bayou, or Lake 
Washington and eventually into Lake Grande Ecaille.  For the Overall n Increase scenario 
the flow patterns do change slightly allowing one more particle to make it into the 
Freeport Sulphur Canal, doubling the percentage of diverted water that goes that way to 
about 8%.   
 Again the particle tracking results were used to produce particle retention time 
curves to see how the residence time of diverted water is effected by the different bottom 
friction parameterizations.  Figure 5.27 shows comparisons of the Baseline curve to the 
different scenarios.  The effect of an overall increase in n values is to increase the median 
residence time by about 0.1 days.  For both models this is a more than 10 % increase.   
For the shallow n increase scenario the effect on the median residence time is much less 
significant.  Overall, the RMA2 and ADCIRC models behave differently after the median 
residence time is past.  For RMA2, the residence time curves for both bottom friction 
scenarios remain above the baseline curve. This is expected as the increases in bottom 
friction should tend to slow the particles.  However for ADCIRC, the bottom friction 







Figure 5.25  Particle Paths Representing Steady-State Streamlines for Overall n Increase 







Figure 5.26 Particle Paths Representing Steady-State Streamlines for Shallow n Increase 





































































Figure 5.27   Percent of Particles Remaining in the Domain Versus Time For Steady- 
state Simulations for Bottom Friction Sensitivity Scenarios. 
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tracking results shows that the particles which leave the domain through Bastian and 
Caprien Bays leave first. Then after about 1 day other particles begin to enter Lake 
Grande Ecaille by way of Lake Washington or the Freeport Sulphur Canal. In the cases 
with increased bottom friction, these particles move faster and enter the lake sooner 
explaining why we see the particle retention time curves dropping below the Baseline 
curve in Figure 5.27B.   
5.5 RMA2 Versus ADCIRC  
  In this thesis an attempt was made to build two hydrodynamic models with as 
much similarity as practically possible using two different popular finite element codes.  
Although for the most part the two models show similar sensitivities to the model 
parameters tested here, differences in the models have led to some significant differences 
in their results.  The first of these is the different model geometries necessitated by 
different computation time requirements resulting from the use of quadratic versus linear 
elements and explained in more detail in chapter 4.   The second difference is in the way 
both models handle wetting/drying, which is explained in detail in chapter 2.  It should be 
mentioned here that it would be possible to reconcile these differences by using RMA2’s 
elemental wetting/drying scheme instead of the marsh porosity option, and also allowing 
the RMA2 model more computation time so it could use a mesh representing exactly the 
same geometry as the more resolved ADCIRC mesh.  However, in the interest of 
“fairness” to the two models, the RMA2 model was allowed use of its advanced 
wetting/drying scheme while ADCIRC was allowed a more resolved geometry resulting 
in two models with similar requirements for computation time.   
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 The combined effect of these differences is elucidated by comparing the results 
from the Baseline simulations for the two models.  In Figure 5.28 it is evident that both 
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Figure 5.28 Comparison of WSE profiles along diversion channel for Baseline Runs 
 
models handle the physics of the flow within the channel in similar ways.  However, 
along the channel and just into Adam’s Bay, the ADCIRC model produces WSE that are 
consistently about 0.6ft higher suggesting different flow conditions in the rest of the 
domain are impacting the headwaters. 
 Figure 5.29 shows the steady-state WSE contours for the entire domain from both 
baseline model runs.  Note that dry areas in the ADCIRC model results are white and that 
water can only be conveyed through the colored wet areas.  This is in contrast to the 
RMA model where WSE results are given for all nodes even if the WSE is below the 
nodal elevation because of the application of the marsh porosity option.  This relatively 
reduced conveyance in the ADCIRC model between the diversion channel mouth and the 
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outflow boundaries explains why the ADCIRC results show higher WSE in much of the 
domain, and faster velocities in the Bayous and Canal.  These higher velocities explain 
why median particle residence times are shorter and the slope of the residence time 
curves (figures 5.15 and 5.27) are steeper for the ADCIRC model.  Color contour plots of 
WSE difference and velocity magnitude difference are presented in Figures 5.30 and 
5.31.     
 Clearly the ADCIRC model is too restrictive because of its wetting and drying 
scheme, but to some extent it is able to make up for this with a better resolved geometry 
which can explicitly represent smaller channels that cannot be resolved with the RMA2 
Model.  On the other hand, RMA2’s marsh porosity option requires the specification of a 
percent-wet-area curve.  If the marsh porosity parameters do not accurately reflect the 
micro-topography in the study area, the conveyance through would-be dry elements will 
not be accurate.  Even if accurate percent-wet-area curves can be defined for the study 
area, RMA2’s marsh porosity option is unable to properly deal with anisotropic micro-








Figure 5.29  Baseline Water Surface Elevations 
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Figure 5.30 WSE Difference for Baseline Runs, ADCIRC Minus RMA2 
 
 
Figure 5.31 Velocity Magnitude Difference for Baseline Runs, ADCIRC Minus RMA2 
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CHAPTER 6.  SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 Results Summary 
 Results of the sensitivity analyses show that generally both the RMA2 and 
ADCIRC models respond similarly to increases in the eddy viscosity parameter.  For both 
models it is shown that there is a lower limit for the prescribed eddy viscosity below 
which the models become unstable.  The WSE solution only shows significant sensitivity 
to the eddy viscosity within the diversion channel, where larger eddy viscosity values 
produce steeper surface slopes.  The velocity solution is more sensitive to eddy viscosity.  
Larger eddy viscosity values produce flatter cross-channel velocity gradients for all of the 
channels which are resolved in the domain.  The effect is most apparent in that peak 
velocities may be significantly reduced by large values of eddy viscosity.  Comparison to 
an empirically determined cross-channel velocity profile for the diversion channel 
suggests that even the lowest values of eddy viscosity which produce stable results under-
predict peak velocities in the channels in the domain.  Considering this, the best choice 
for an eddy viscosity value is probably the lowest value that will produce stable results.  
Particle tracking results show, for a given model, that the overall flow patterns are not 
influenced significantly by the eddy viscosity, nor is the median residence time of the 
diverted water.  
 The bottom friction sensitivity tests show significant sensitivity of the WSE 
solution when Manning’s n in increased over the entire depth range or increased only for 
shallow depths.  Generally increased bottom friction causes steeper WSE gradients 
throughout the domain and therefore higher WSE closer to the diversion channel.  This 
effect is more pronounced when the bottom drag is increased over the whole range of 
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depth.  Higher WSE leads to wetting of some of the higher areas in the domain.  The 
resulting changes in WSE gradient and wetted area cause a slightly larger percentage of 
the diverted water to follow steeper gradients to the north and west and ultimately leave 
the domain through Lake Grande Ecaille. This shift in flow patterns can be seen in the 
particle tracking results.  The particle tracking results also show that the median retention 
time of the diverted water is significantly increased by the Overall n Increase scenario.  
Beyond these generalizations, the sensitivities of the models the bottom friction 
parameters are more model specific.  This is largely due to the different wet/dry 
algorithms, particularly that ADCIRC completely blocks flow through dry elements 
which can cause significant changes in flow path as areas of the mesh become wet and 
open to flow.   
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
 While the results presented in this thesis may aid future modeling efforts in 
calibration by showing the solution sensitivities to some of the input parameters, 
observed data must be collected in order to calibrate and validate future models.  Proper 
calibration and validation will require dynamic simulations including forcing from tides, 
other inflows, winds, rainfall, and possibly other processes.  For the RMA2 model, 
simulations should be run using more advanced turbulence closure schemes and model 
sensitivities to their respective parameters should be tested.  Perhaps for the ADCIRC 
model a more advanced turbulence closure scheme could be implemented.  In addition, a 
future ADCIRC model should consider the channelizing effect that ADCIRC’s wet/dry 
scheme produces.  Carefully smoothing model geometry could be done to help smooth 
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wet/dry transitions or perhaps a new algorithm similar to RMA2’s marsh porosity, could 
be included in the code and applied.    
 A 100,000 cfs diversion at Empire, LA will likely affect the flow in the river and 
also circulation throughout Barataria Bay.  Considering this, and the fact that multiple 
diversions may interact with each other, future work should include building a high-
resolution model which encompasses a larger portion of the Mississippi River delta and 
surrounding estuaries.  Additionally, the modeling of sediment transport and deposition 
in order to simulate the potential land building abilities of large scale river diversion will 
require long-term (tens of years or longer) simulations.  These considerations will require 
more computational power and therefore will probably require the use of a parallel model 
which can take advantage of high performance computing.  Parallel ADCIRC is already 
available and has been widely used for simulating ocean tides, hurricane storm surge, and 
even a river diversion into the Maurepas Swamp.  A parallel version of RMA2 has also 
been created with limited modifications to the serial code (Rao 2005).  However parallel 
RMA2 has not been widely used or tested on truly large-scale problems.   
 As water is diverted from the river and flows through a diversion structure and 
into the diversion channel it can be expected that complex 3-D flows will develop and 
vertical acceleration and vertical variation in velocity will be important.  This 3-D flow 
may have a significant effect on hydrodynamics in the diversion and also on the sediment 
which the diversion captures.  Modeling of this will require the use of a fully three 
dimensional model which could be interfaced with a larger scale 2-D model.   
 The modeling effort should be extended to include sediment transport modeling 
so that long term land building abilities of proposed river diversions can be analyzed. 
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This could be done using existing sediment transport codes such as SED2D, the sediment 
module within TABS-MD.  Another option for future sediment transport modeling would 
be to enhance the particle tracking model and apply it as a model for sediment 
transport/deposition. It could also be parallelized making simulations with large numbers 
of particles and long durations practical. Particles could be used to represent parcels of 
sediment with specific properties (mass, density, fall velocity, size etc…).  Also turbulent 
mixing could be considered with random particle displacements and a vertical velocity 
profile could be assumed as in the GISPART model.  Based on these considerations, 
sediment parcels could be tracked and their deposition modeled to give an idea or where 
sediment from a diversion might deposit.  Results from such a sediment deposition model 
could be synergistically combined with results from water quality models, ecological 
models, and physical models to help reveal the potential land building benefits of various 
river diversion scenarios which in the end could aid in restoration of our rapidly 
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APPENDIX. PARTICLE TRACKING CODE 
// maureparticle 






//  this program tracks particles through a 2d unstructured triangular mesh 
//  using a known time varying or steady velocity field. the velocity within 
//  an element is interpolated linearly bwtween the three nodes of the element. 
//  particles are "moved" to new positions using either a direct Eulerian step,  
//  or using the 2nd order Runge-Kutta method.       
// 
//  the mesh may be provided as an ADCIRC type mesh named fort.14, as a RMA2 
//  type mesh named mesh.geo, or as generic files nodes.txt and element.txt.  
//  in the fort.14 case, "weirs" if present are converted to elements; in the 
//  mesh.geo case quadrilateral elements are split into triangles.  
//  in all cases a files newfort.14(viewable in SMS), and nodes.txt 
//  and elements.txt are made representing the weirless trianguar mesh  
//  used for tracking.   
// 
//  element to element and node to element neighbor tables are created and  
//  used to relocate particles when they move from one element to the next. 
//  the creation of these tables can be time consuming for large meshes, but 
//  it is only necessary to do this once for each mesh.  particles that leave  
//  the mesh domain are brought back to the boundary perpendicular to their 
//  position and in this manner can be tracked along the boundary or may move 
//  back into the domain if the velocity field permits.   
// 
//  One must be careful to specify a tracking timestep small enough that  
//  particles cannot move out of an entire node-element group in one step. 
//  a general rule could be that the timestep should be short enough prevent  
//  a particle from moving more than half way across an element in one step.   
//  i.e.     timestep = (shortest element side)/2/(highest speed) 
//  if the timestep is too large particles may get "lost" 
// 
///////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//  files necessary for maureparticle: 
//   
//  fort.14, mesh.geo, or nodes.txt and elements.txt 
//  (nodes.txt and elements.txt are the files actually read and used for tracking)                 
// 
//  fort.64         (ADCIRC output)  
//  or velocity.dat (velocity ASCII file generated by SMS from RMA2's *.sol file) 
//   
//  particles.inp (ASCII file with particles starting position) 
//      format is:  xstart ystart locat  (locat is the starting element index, 
//                  "      "      "       if 0 is used for locat Maureparticle 
//                  "      "      "       will find each particles starting  
//                  "      "      "       element, but this may take some time) 
// 
////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//  files created by maureparticle: 
//   
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//  newfort.14 (this file is for viewing mesh in SMS, it is an ADCIRC style mesh 
//              but does not contain any boundary information) 
//   
//  nodes.txt(if other mesh is given initially),  format is:  nid x y z  
//                                                             "  " " " 
//  elements.txt(if other mesh is given initially),  format is:  N1 N2 N3 
//                                                               "  "  "  
//  position.out (this is the particle position output file) 
//      format is:   for i=1:stp 
//                   TS(i) 
//                      for k=1:np 
//                      x(i,k) y(i,k) locat(i,k) 
//                      end 
//                   end 
//      position.out may be very large, so use daytracks function(included below) 
//      to make a more manageable output file "daytracks.tab"  
// 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//  How to run maureparticle: 
//  use "getf maureparticle.sci" to load the function 
//  then direct SCILAB to the directory in which the the input files reside 
//  run maureparticle by typing "maureparticle" at the command line 
//  then input the answers to the questions asked. the first time a particular 
//  mesh is used it is necessary to make node and element tables, if the tables 
//  have already been made you can skip this part.  it is necessary to know  
//  how may words(strings) are on the first line of fort.14, or on the first  
//  three lines of mesh.geo, also for mesh.geo it is necessary to know the  
//  total number of element is the mesh so that the files are read in properly 
//  the progress of maureparticle can be monitored by watching  
//  the position.out grow.  If desired, once maureparticle is finished 
//  run the daytracks function to make a more manageable output file. 





global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 
global vx1 vx2 vy1 vy2 deltat 
global midnods 
 
disp('need to make node and element tables for this grid?') 
mktbls=input('(yes=1,no=0)'); 
  if mktbls==1 
  disp('what kind of mesh file?'); 
  grdfil=input('nodes.txt&elements.txt=0; fort.14=1; mesh.geo=2'); 
  end 
tts=input('tracking timestep?(seconds)'); 
tot=input('total tracking time(days)?'); 
tot=tot*24*3600; 
dyn=input('steady-state(0) or dynamic(1)?') 
velfil=input('fort.64(0) or velocity.dat(1)?') 
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  if dyn==0 & velfil==0 
  TS=input('velocity solution timestep for SS tracking(seconds)') 
  end 
method=input('eulerian(0) or RK2(1)?') 
 
if mktbls==1               // make el2el and node2el tables  
   
   if grdfil==1               // ADCIRC type mesh,  may have to convert weirs to elements 
   removeweirs 
    
   elseif grdfil==2           // RMA2 type mesh, may have to split quadrilateral elements 
   splitquads 
      
   else                     // generic mesh, read in node.txt file and elements.txt file 
   maketables 
     disp('writing newfort.14') 
     fdd=mopen('newfort.14','w')   
     frstline='newfort file' 
     mfprintf(fdd,'%s\n',frstline) 
     mfprintf(fdd,'%i %i\n',ne,nn) 
     nid=[1:nn]'; eid=[1:ne]' 
     mfprintf(fdd,'%i %18.8f %18.8f %18.8f\n',nid,x,y,z) 
     three=zeros(ne,1);  three(:,:)=3; 
     mfprintf(fdd,'%i %i %i %i %i\n',eid,three,N1,N2,N3) 
     mclose(fdd) 
     clear('three','nid','eid') 








   
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// find starting elements for particles 
if locat(1)==0                                  
disp 'locating particles' 
for i=1:np 
 
   for j=1:ne                          // clculate cross product to find what element particle is in 
   locat(i)=j; 
   ds1=[x(N1(j))-px(i) y(N1(j))-py(i)]; 
   ds2=[x(N2(j))-px(i) y(N2(j))-py(i)]; 
   ds3=[x(N3(j))-px(i) y(N3(j))-py(i)]; 
    
   cros1=det([ds1; ds2]); 
   cros2=det([ds2; ds3]); 
   cros3=det([ds3; ds1]); 
      if cros1>=0 & cros2>=0 & cros3>=0 
      break 
      end 










mfprintf(out,'%18.8f %18.8f %i\n',px,py,locat); 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// read inital velocity field 
if dyn==0 & velfil==0 
disp('reading fort.64, steady-state') 
read64std 
end 
if dyn==0 & velfil==1 
disp('reading velocity.dat, steady-state') 
readdatstd 
end 
if dyn==1 & velfil==0 




if dyn==1 & velfil==1 






// track particles steady state 
if dyn==0 
disp('tracking particles, steady-state') 
stp=tot/tts 
   for iii=1:stp          // track loop 
 
   [vxp,vyp]=velinterp(px,py) 
 
      if method==1 
        px1=px; 
        py1=py; 
      end 
   //  find new positions Euler method 
   px=px+tts*vxp;  
   py=py+tts*vyp;  
   time=time+tts; 
 
     if method==1   // RK2 method 
        px2=px; 
        py2=py; 
        pxmid=(px1+px2)/2; 
        pymid=(py1+py2)/2; 
        [vxp,vyp]=velinterp(pxmid,pymid) 
        px=px1+tts*vxp;  
        py=py1+tts*vyp;  
        elcheck        // update elemental location, and 
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                       // if left boundary, the position 
     else // using Euler method 
        elcheck         
     end                 
         
   mfprintf(out,'%i\n',time); 
   mfprintf(out,'%18.8f %18.8f %i\n',px,py,locat); 
 
   end  // track loop, for iii 




// track particles dynamic 
if dyn==1 
disp('tracking particles, dynamic') 
stp=tot/tts 
    
   for iii=1:stp   // dynamic track loop 
    
     if ttime==1              //read the next velocity solution timestep if necessary 
       vx1=vx2;  vy1=vy2;  
          if velfil==0 
            [n,secs2,j1]=mfscanf(1,fd64,'%f%f'); 
            [n,NID,vx2,vy2]=mfscanf(nn,fd64,'%i%f%f'); 
            clear NID 
            else 
            [n,junk]=mfscanf(2,veldat,'%s'); clear junk; 
            [n,hours2]=mfscanf(1,veldat,'%f') 
            [n,one]=mfscanf(lne,veldat,'%i'); clear one; 
            [n,vx2,vy2]=mfscanf(lnn,veldat,'%f%f') 
            vx2(midnods)=[] 
            vy2(midnods)=[] 
          end 
        
        
       ttime=0 
     end 
   vx=vx1+(vx2-vx1)*ttime; 
   vy=vy1+(vy2-vy1)*ttime; 
      
   [vxp,vyp]=velinterp(px,py) 
    
      if method==1 
        px1=px; 
        py1=py; 
      end 
   //  find new positions Euler method 
   px=px+tts*vxp;  
   py=py+tts*vyp;  
   time=time+tts; 
    
     if method==1   // RK2 method 
        px2=px; 
        py2=py; 
        pxmid=(px1+px2)/2; 
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        pymid=(py1+py2)/2; 
        [vxp,vyp]=velinterp(pxmid,pymid) 
        px=px1+tts*vxp;  
        py=py1+tts*vyp;  
        elcheck 
      else             // using Euler method 
        elcheck         
      end               
    
   mfprintf(out,'%i\n',time); 
   mfprintf(out,'%18.8f %18.8f %i\n',px,py,locat); 
         
   ttime=ttime+tts/deltat 
   end  // dyn track loop, for iii 
    
end // if dyn==1 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
mclose('all') 








// this function converts any weirs in the ADCIRC mesh 
// into elements so that particles can be tracked over 
// the weirs if necessary.  it also builds the el2el  
// and node2el tables. it writes out files: 
// el2el.tbl, node2el.tbl, nodes.txt, elements.txt 







//read first two lines 







[n,s1]=mfscanf(words,fd,'%s');                 // see how many words are on first line of fort.14 
mfprintf(fd2,'%s ',s1);                        // you may need to read more strings  
mfprintf(fd2,'\n') 
 
[n,ne,nn]=mfscanf(1,fd,'%f %f');  
 
// read nodes 
disp('reading nodes') 
x=zeros(nn,1); y=zeros(nn,1); z=zeros(nn,1); 
for i=1:nn 
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[n,id,xx,yy,zz]=mfscanf(1,fd,'%i%s%s%s');      // read as strings so not to loose precision! 











elements=[N1, N2, N3]; 
 
//read open boundries 
[n,nopen,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5]=mfscanf(1,fd,'%i%s%s%s%s%s');         //read strings for " = number of open 
boundaries" 















   if typ==24 | typ==4 
   [n,s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8,s9,s10]=mfscanf(1,fd,'%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s'); 
   [n,N1,N2,elev,Wc1,Wc2]=mfscanf(nnp,fd,'%i%i%f%f%f');     
    
   //create elements from nodestring pairs 
   cnt=cnt+1 
       
   //disp('creating new elements from weir nodestring pairs')         
               
            z1=z(N1);  z2=z(N2);  
            x1=x(N1);  x2=x(N2); 
            y1=y(N1);  y2=y(N2); 
    
    
            ds1=[(x1(2)-x1(1)),(y1(2)-y1(1))];      //determine which way is counter clockwise 
            ds2=[(x2(1)-x1(1)),(y2(1)-y1(1))]; 
             
            cross=ds1(1)*ds2(2)-ds1(2)*ds2(1); 
             
             
            if cross>0        // N2 is on N1's left 
                EE=[]; 
                ee=[]; 
                for i=1:nnp-1 
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                    ee=[N1(i) N1(i+1) N2(i); N2(i) N1(i+1) N2(i+1)]; 
                    EE=[EE;ee]; 
                end  
            else               //  N2 on right 
                EE=[]; 
                ee=[]; 
                for i=1:nnp-1 
                    ee=[N2(i) N2(i+1) N1(i); N1(i) N2(i+1) N1(i+1)]; 
                    EE=[EE;ee]; 
                end  
            end 
       
   elements=[elements;EE];    
      
    
   elseif typ==3 | typ==13 | typ==23 
   [n,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5,j6,j7,i1]=mfscanf(1,fd,'%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s'); 
   [n,NID1,elev,Wc1]=mfscanf(nnp,fd,'%i%f%f'); 
    
   else 
   [n,j1,j2,j3,j4,j5,j6,j7,i1]=mfscanf(1,fd,'%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s'); 
   [n,NID1]=mfscanf(nnp,fd,'%i'); 
   end 
end 
  if cnt>0 
  disp(cnt,'created elements from nodestring pairs') 





mfprintf(fd2,'%i %i\n',[ne nn]); 
 






mfprintf(fd2,'%i %i %i %i %i\n',[eid three elements]); 
mclose(fd2); 
 
mfprintf(fffd,'%i %i %i\n',[elements]) 
mclose(fffd) 
 










//  Nathan Dill 
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//  9/11/06 
//  this script reads the RMA2 *.GEO file, splits any  
//  quadrilateral elements into two triangle elements,  
//  then writes a files new_nodes.txt and new_elements.txt 
//  with the  new elements added at the end 
//  also writes out newfort.14 for viewing in sms 
//  and corner_index.txt which is an index  
//  to the original corner node numbers necessary for  
//  getting the proper velocities at corner 








words=input('how many words are on first lines of mesh.geo?') 
































// remove midside nodes 




nid(k)=[]; x(k)=[]; y(k)=[]; z(k)=[]; 
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   if length(k)>0 
   count=count+1; 




disp(count,'removed midside nodes') 
end 
 








// redefine elements with indexed node numbers 









// split quadrillateral elements 
// try not to make thin triangles 






   j=quadels(i) 
   xx=[x(N1(j));x(N2(j));x(N3(j));x(index(N4(j)))]; 
   yy=[y(N1(j));y(N2(j));y(N3(j));y(index(N4(j)))]; 
 
   ds1=(xx(1)-xx(3))^2+(yy(1)-yy(3))^2; 
   ds2=(xx(2)-xx(4))^2+(yy(2)-yy(4))^2; 
 
      if ds1<ds2      // connect N1 and N3 to form new elements 
      newels=[newels;N1(j),N3(j),index(N4(j));N1(j),N2(j),N3(j)]; 
      else          // connect N2 and N4 
      newels=[newels;N2(j),N3(j),index(N4(j));N1(j),N2(j),index(N4(j))]; 
      end 
end 
 
//   add newels to old triangle elements from GEO file 









newels=[oldels;newels];    // this is all the elements  




































//  Nathan Dill 
//  10/05/06 
//  this function reads the nodes.txt and elements.txt files 
//  and makes the el2el.tbl and node2el.tbl.  taken and modified 
//  from original maureparticle_1 script 
// 
// 
global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 
global vx1 vx2 vy1 vy2 deltat 
 
readfiles1 
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elements=[N1 N2 N3]; 
/// make node to element table 
disp('making node to element table'); 
disp('this may take some time');    
fd4=mopen('node2el.tbl','w'); 
   node2el=zeros(nn,12); 
   for i=1:nn 
      k=find(elements(:,1)==i | elements(:,2)==i | elements(:,3)==i);  
      node2el(i,1:length(k))=k; 
      mfprintf(fd4,'%i %i %i %i %i %i %i %i %i %i %i %i\n',node2el(i,:)); 
   end 
   mclose(fd4); 
    
////// use find command to make element to element table !this may take some time! 
disp('making element to element table') 
disp('this will take even longer')    
   fd3=mopen('el2el.tbl','w'); 
   el2el=zeros(ne,3); 
   for i=1:ne 
       kk=[]; 
       for j=1:3 
         k=find(elements(i,j)==elements(:,1)); 
         kk=[kk k]; 
         k=find(elements(i,j)==elements(:,2)); 
         kk=[kk k]; 
         k=find(elements(i,j)==elements(:,3)); 
         kk=[kk k]; 
       end 
       q=find(kk==i); 
       kk(q)=[]; 
        
       w=[]; 
       for m=1:length(kk) 
         n=find(kk==kk(m)); 
         if length(n)==1  
            w=[w n]; 
         end 
         if length(n)==2 
            w=[w n(1)]; 
         end                  
       end 
       kk(w)=[]; 
       el2el(i,1:length(kk))=kk; 
       mfprintf(fd3,'%i %i %i\n',el2el(i,:)); 
   end 
   mclose(fd3)      
 














global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 





[n,nid,xx,yy,zz]=mfscanf(-1,fd,'%i %s %s %s'); 
nn=length(nid) 
 

























//  this function reads node2el.tbl, el2el.tbl, and particles.inp 
// 
 
global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 
global vx1 vx2 vy1 vy2 deltat 
 






clear E1 E2 E3; 
mclose(fd1); 
 





clear e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10 e11 e12; 
mclose(fd2); 
 
// read particle input 
















global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 




clear s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 
[n,nts,j2,j3,j4,j5]=mfscanf(1,fd4,'%f%f%f%f%f'); 






  if secs==TS 
  break 













global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 




























// this function reads the first two timesteps of the fort.64 
// and begins the velocity as a linear funciton of time.   
 
global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 




clear s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 
 101
[n,nts,j2,j3,j4,j5]=mfscanf(1,fd4,'%f%f%f%f%f'); 



















global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 




















[n,junk]=mfscanf(2,veldat,'%s'); clear junk; 
[n,hours2]=mfscanf(1,veldat,'%f') 
















//  this function lineraly interpolates the velocity at the current  
//  position (px,py) of the particles within the element locat. 
//  the components of velocity are considered separately as a plane 
//  which passes through three points defined by the xNi,yNi,vjNi 
//  of the element.  each velocity component at the point px,py 
//  is found as the elevation on the plane at that point. 
 
global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 





























function elcheck  
// 
//  this function checks to see if the particles are still in the same elements 
// if not if first refers to the el2el table, then to the node2el table 
// and it updates the locat. if particle has left a boundary it places it back 
// on the boundary.   
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global x y z nn 
global N1 N2 N3 ne 
global el2el node2el 
global px py locat np 
global TS tts tot dyn velfil 
global vx vy vxp vyp ttime 












   if cros1<=0 | cros2<=0 | cros3<=0 
       
      for q=1:3                                // refer to element to element table to look for particle 
      jjj=el2el(j,q); 
          
         if jjj==0 
         break 
         end    
       
      ds1=[x(N1(jjj))-px(i) y(N1(jjj))-py(i)]; 
      ds2=[x(N2(jjj))-px(i) y(N2(jjj))-py(i)]; 
      ds3=[x(N3(jjj))-px(i) y(N3(jjj))-py(i)]; 
    
      cros1=det([ds1; ds2]); 
      cros2=det([ds2; ds3]); 
      cros3=det([ds3; ds1]); 
          
         if cros1>=0 & cros2>=0 & cros3>=0 
         //disp 'found el2el' 
         j=jjj; 
         locat(i)=j; 
         break 
         end 
      end 
       
      if locat(i)~=jjj                              // find the closest node and refer to node to element table 
      j=locat(i);                                 // and look in those elements 
      ds1=[x(N1(j))-px(i) y(N1(j))-py(i)]; 
      ds2=[x(N2(j))-px(i) y(N2(j))-py(i)]; 
      ds3=[x(N3(j))-px(i) y(N3(j))-py(i)]; 
       
      mag1=sqrt(ds1(1)^2+ds1(2)^2); 
      mag2=sqrt(ds2(1)^2+ds2(2)^2); 
      mag3=sqrt(ds3(1)^2+ds3(2)^2); 
      mag=[mag1 mag2 mag3]; 
      corners=[N1(j) N2(j) N3(j)]; 
      k=find(mag==min(mag)); 
      closest=corners(k); 
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      search=node2el(closest,:); 
      k=find(search==0);,  search(k)=[]; 
      k=find(search==j);, search(k)=[]; 
         for q=1:length(search) 
          
         j=search(q); 
          
         ds1=[x(N1(j))-px(i) y(N1(j))-py(i)]; 
         ds2=[x(N2(j))-px(i) y(N2(j))-py(i)]; 
         ds3=[x(N3(j))-px(i) y(N3(j))-py(i)]; 
    
         cros1=det([ds1; ds2]); 
         cros2=det([ds2; ds3]); 
         cros3=det([ds3; ds1]); 
          
            if cros1>=0 & cros2>=0 & cros3>=0 
            //disp 'found node2el' 
            locat(i)=j; 
            break 
            
            end 
         end 
      end 
   end 
 
            
   if locat(i)~=j                             // the particle has left the domain, change its position 
    
   //disp 'lost particle, move to boundary'     // it may have skipped over a node-element group 
   j=locat(i);                                // in which case you need to make the timestep smaller 
   ds1=[x(N1(j))-px(i) y(N1(j))-py(i)];       // displacement vectors to nodes of element j 
   ds2=[x(N2(j))-px(i) y(N2(j))-py(i)]; 
   ds3=[x(N3(j))-px(i) y(N3(j))-py(i)]; 
    
   mag1=sqrt(ds1(1)^2+ds1(2)^2); 
   mag2=sqrt(ds2(1)^2+ds2(2)^2);             // find the nearest node and all elements around it 
   mag3=sqrt(ds3(1)^2+ds3(2)^2); 
   mag=[mag1 mag2 mag3]; 
   corners=[N1(j) N2(j) N3(j)]; 
   k=find(mag==min(mag)); 
   closest=corners(k); 
   corners(k)=[] 
   search=node2el(closest,:); 
   k=find(search==0);,  search(k)=[]; 
   ell=[search', el2el(search,:)]; 
   k=find(ell(:,4)==0);                   // this should be the two elements on the boundary 
   bel=ell(k,1);                         
       
     if length(bel)==1                            // closest is not on boundary 
      ki=1 
      xn1=x(corners(1));  yn1=y(corners(1));       // positions of closest boundary nodes        
      xn2=x(corners(2));  yn2=y(corners(2)); 
         
      thetas=atan((yn2-yn1),(xn2-xn1)); 
      slope=tan(thetas); 
       if slope==0 
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       slope=0.0000000001  ;  
       end                              // oops divide by zero is no no 
    
      newx=(slope*(py(i)-yn1+slope*xn1)+px(i))/(slope^2+1); // intersection perpendicular to boundary 
segemet 
      newy=py(i)-(newx-px(i))/slope; 
    
    else 
       
   nods1=[N1(bel(1)) N2(bel(1)) N3(bel(1))];  // these are the nodes of the bels 
   nods2=[N1(bel(2)) N2(bel(2)) N3(bel(2))]; 
       
   els1=el2el(bel(1),:);                 // these are the neighbors of the bels 
   els2=el2el(bel(2),:); 
   nodsels1=[N1(els1(1)) N2(els1(1)) N3(els1(1)); N1(els1(2)) N2(els1(2)) N3(els1(2))] 
   nodsels2=[N1(els2(1)) N2(els2(1)) N3(els2(1)); N1(els2(2)) N2(els2(2)) N3(els2(2))] 
    
   share1=[] 
   for pp=1:3                      // loop to find shared node 
   k=find(nodsels1==nods1(pp)); 
     if length(k)==2 
     share1=nods1(pp) 
     end 
   end 
    
   k=find(nods1==closest);  nods1(k)=[]; 
   k=find(nods1==share1);  nods1(k)=[]; 
    
   share2=[] 
   for pp=1:3 
   k=find(nodsels2==nods2(pp)); 
     if length(k)==2 
     share2=nods2(pp) 
     end 
   end 
    
   k=find(nods2==closest);  nods2(k)=[]; 
   k=find(nods2==share2);  nods2(k)=[]; 
    
   nxnods=[nods1 nods2];  // these are the boundary nodes on either side of closest 
    
   ds1=[x(nods1)-px(i) y(nods1)-py(i)];  // these are displacement vectors to next nodes on boundary 
   ds2=[x(nods2)-px(i) y(nods2)-py(i)]; 
    
   mag=[sqrt(ds1(1)^2+ds1(2)^2) sqrt(ds2(1)^2+ds2(2)^2)]; 
   ki=find(mag==min(mag)) 
   nxnod=nxnods(ki);                // ki is the index of bel  
   nxnods(ki)=[] 
   notnod=nxnods            // the other node 
      if ki==2 
        notki=1 
      else 
        notki=2 
      end 
    
   xn1=x(nxnod);  yn1=y(nxnod);       // positions of closest boundary nodes        
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   xn2=x(closest);  yn2=y(closest); 
    
   thetas=atan((yn2-yn1),(xn2-xn1)); 
   slope=tan(thetas); 
    if slope==0 
    slope=0.0000000001  ;  
    end                              // oops divide by zero is no no 
    
   newx=(slope*(py(i)-yn1+slope*xn1)+px(i))/(slope^2+1); // intersection perpendicular to boundary 
segemet 
   newy=py(i)-(newx-px(i))/slope; 
    
   end // if length(bel)==1 
      
     // check to see if new position is actually between boundary nodes 
    
     dsb=[xn1-xn2 yn1-yn2]  // displacement between boundary nodes 
     dsnx=[newx-xn1 newy-yn1] // displacment to nxnod 
    
     magb=sqrt(dsb(1)^2+dsb(2)^2); 
     magnx=sqrt(dsnx(1)^2+dsnx(2)^2); 
        
      if magnx>magb 
          xn1=x(notnod);  yn1=y(notnod);       // positions of closest boundary nodes        
          xn2=x(closest);  yn2=y(closest); 
   
          thetas=atan((yn2-yn1),(xn2-xn1)); 
          slope=tan(thetas); 
            if slope==0 
            slope=0.0000000001  ;  
            end                              // oops divide by zero is no no 
          newx=(slope*(py(i)-yn1+slope*xn1)+px(i))/(slope^2+1); // intersection perpendicular to boundary 
segemet 
          newy=py(i)-(newx-px(i))/slope; 
    
          px(i)=newx;, py(i)=newy;        // assign new particle position 
          locat(i)=bel(notki)             // and element location 
                                         
      else 
      
        px(i)=newx;, py(i)=newy;        // assign new particle position 
        locat(i)=bel(ki) 
        //disp(locat(i))                // and new element location 
      end 
       
   end  //if lost    
end 
 









//  this function reads the position.out file generated by maureparticle 
//  and makes a pid,x,y,t tab delimited file "dayTracks.tab" 
//  this file is a much more manageable size and allows for easy 
//  examination of individual particle tracks. 
//  "tint" is the desired(less frequent) output interval in seconds  
//  particle tracks are listed one after another.   
//  time is converted from seconds to days 
//  you must know the total tracking simulation time, the tracking timestep 








tts=input('tracking timestep (seconds)?'); 
totaltime=input('total tracking time (seconds)?'); 












for i=1:(totaltime/tts)                          // build arrays for resorting particle 
                                         // postion and time data. 
   [n,T1]=mfscanf(1,fd1,'%f'); 
 
   time=zeros(np,1); 
   time(:,:)=T1; 
 
   [n,x,y,locat]=mfscanf(np,fd1,'%s%s%s'); 
   clear locat 
    
   if(T1==j) 
       kk=kk+1 
       j=j+tint 
        
       x=evstr(x) 
       y=evstr(y) 
       xx(:,kk)=x 
       yy(:,kk)=y 
       tt(:,kk)=time 
       
     end 
end 






for ii=1:np           // write out particle position particle after particle 
   ID=zeros(numints,1) 
   ID(:,:)=ii 
   x=xx(ii,:)' 
   y=yy(ii,:)' 
   t=tt(ii,:)' 
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